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SOUTH VIETNAM TROOPS KILL
214 REDS, OPEN BEN HET ROAD

Mn. J481114* Houston Roane Is
a gracious person.
writes a nice letter to the
of the article we printed recently, Mrs. Jo Burkeen,
who In turn gave us the letter.

Of Murray
L J. Hortin Will Instruct Parents
Woman To Observe 94 Wounded
50th
Classes In Writing Workshop Anniversary In Four Day
Assault Drive

Mn. Roane added some information concerning her active
life which came to mind after
we printed the feature story on
her.

Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Moore of
Eddyville will celebrate their
L. J. Hortin, the director of ticle writing for
magazines and golden wedding
anniversary
Journalism at MurraY State Unt- other publications
during the with a reception
at their home
versity who has distinguished three-week
workshop. Courses on Sunday,
She writes that she had an InJune 29, from two
himself as both teacher and will also be offered
in the novel, to six
teresting experience when she
p.m.
writer, will instruct one of four poetry, and
the short story.
first came to Murray.
The Moores were married in
classes in the Creative Writing
Designed to foster and enBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
Metropolis, Ill., on July 1, 1919,
Workshop at the university courage creative
writing by af- by Albert
"Nor the first three years we
SAIGON (UPI)- South VietJ. Barrett, justice of
June 30,July 18.
fording students a close workwere here, we lived in the Dr.
the peace. She is the daughter namese troops behind tanks and
He Is scheduled to teach ar- ing relationship with
Wells home which is now the
profess- of the late William
M. and An- armored
personnel
carriers
ional
writers, the program will
ANIW MURRAY AIJAUNI COUNCIL ME ITS - Two
home of the president of the
have killed 214 Communist
inenwers ef Mi. executive annuli
include three other well-known nie Laurie Wadlington of Kutef the Murray State University Alionini Asses lotion
university. The Wells family
- Mrs. Anne Weather NAN of Murray
tawa. He is the son of the late troops and opened a second
faculty members - Kentucky
was in Frankfort where Dr. and Barkley JON!! (right) of Mayfield - meet ter the first time
road into the besieged Green
In their new ivies with His
author and poet Jesse Stuart, Samuel E. and Kathrean E
council. Shown with then, at the Saturday council
Wells was serving as State Tax
Moore of Kuttawa.
meeting is Mandl Vlnessi,, dlrsct.r Of
Beret camp at Ben Het.
who
will
direct
alumni
the
workshop,
affairs at Murray State and executive secretary ef the alumni
Cocomiasioner. During this time
Mr. Moore is a retired busAllied headquarters made the
ameciation. Mrs.
Mrs. Wilma Dykeman Stokely
Hoke, a 1944 Murray State graduate, is
the college was located. Every
inessman
era of flys new council airectere. Pad isnot,PAR'
and presently is em- announcement today, listing 17
of Newpont, Tenn., and Lee
deal of Mayfield Nigh Scheel and • 1%9 Myr ray State
town in West Kentucky wanted
graduate, is
new president of the
Pennington, a teacher at Jeff- ployed part-time with the Ken- government soldiers dead and
association. Both were installed at the annual alumni association the
the college. When the commit94 wounded in four days of
banquet May 21.
erson Community College i n tucky Utilities of Eddyville.
tee came down from Frankfort
They have resided in New Ed- heavy fighting in driving an(Photo by Roger Gamertafelder)
Louisville.
to inspect the locations offered
dyville since the Barkley Dam other wedge in the North VietHortin has spent 20 years
by the various towns, friends
namese encircletzient.
teaching journalism at each vias built.
and I served a to. in the Wells
KERHONKSON, N. Y. (UPI)
They are the parents of two
The road they opened runs
(continued on Page Eight)
home. Between the Wells pro- A "pleasant fellow who aldaughters, Mrs. Dewey Todd of from the airfield at Dak Mot,
perty and 15th Street was a
ways tipped his hat" shot to
Murray and Mrs. Ralph Brag- four miles east of Ben Het, invacant plot of 12 acres which
death his wife and four childdon of Kuttawa. Their five to the Special Forces camp itwe had bought and on which
ren Wednesday then killed himgrandchildren are Sammy, Te- self. Highway 512 from Dak To
Private First Class Charles F.
we had expected to build a Five persons were fined in
self at their one-story house in
ll& Mina, and Amelia Kay Todd eight miles away was used by
Parham of Philadelphia, Pa., a
home. Instead now, several uni- the Calloway County Court if
middle-class neighborhood in
of Murray, and Mrs. Tommy
nineteen year old grandson of
versity buildings stand there, Judge Hall McCuiston during
the northern Catskill Mount(Continued on Pismo Eight)
Cummins of Kuttawa.
Bucy,
Sr.,
A.
Mrs.
and
C.
Mr.
including the library and audit- the past week. Records show the
ains.
All relatives and friends are
R.
L.
Cooper,
Administrat
Hazel
in
now
Route
Two,
is
ive
of
orium. This section had to give following occurred:
Reynaldo Perez, 54, shot him- Assistant of Calloway County invited to attend the reception.
Vietnam.
land for a campus and $100,Bobby R. Johnson, Murray,
The Murray Bonbon Assoc- Parham volunteered for ser- self in the head with a 12-guage Health Department, reported to000". Mrs. Roane continues that speeding, fined $10.00 costs
iation collected about $1100.00 vice last November. He is now shotgun after using a .22 cali- day that improper disposal of
she and her husband were right $1800; State Police,
in its drive to raise funds for attached to a helicopter unit ber semi-automatic rifle on his dead domestic animals is becomJohn E. Carter, Puryear,
the program on Wednesday af- stationed at Chu Lai just south family. Police said they could ing a serious health problem in
(Continued on Peri Eight) Tenn., reckless
driving, fined
of Da Nang in South Vietnam. give no definite motive for his the county.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- ternoon.
Evelyn Jones and Nell Roach
A fund raising buffet will be
Jesse Spencer, president of
According to Dr. L. G. NorthYoung Parham has for the actions, but neighbors said Pelice.
tied for medalist at the regula;
the Association, said if a n y past several years spent his rez had a "problem" with his ington, St-ate Veterinarian, sev- held by the Swim Team comAlbert D. Batten, Route One,
ladies day golf held at the Calother persons not contacted summer school vacation in Ken- wife, Shirley, 34.
eral disease outbreaks in Ken- mittee of the Calloway County
Lynn Grove, reckless driving,
Country Club on Friday, June- loway County Country Club on
wish to donate o this civic tucky in the home of his grandtucky
have
been
attributed
to
Wednesday.
The Ulster County coroner
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
27. at six p.m.
cause, to call him at his hems parents.
said he would release results of improper disposal of dead aniLow putts went to Betty Jo
Police.
The
buffet
at 753-3616.
mal
will
carcasses.
be
held
These
those
For
would
who
like to the autopsies today, giving offifol- Purdom and Sadie West. Anna
animals
Glenn T. Mitchell, Route
The drive was made to- col- write him, his address is P.F.C. cial cause and time of death. died as a result of infectious lowing the swim meet between
Five, Murray, reckless driving,
the Calloway Club and the Cape Ruth Harris had low net.
lect funds for the Association as Charles Parham, 178th AS.H.C.
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
An employe of Perez' plumb- disease. Carcasses were dragged Girardeau,
Second low net went to Mona
Mo., teams.
It is in desperate need for funds Box 610, APO, San Francisco,
away and left in the fields,
ing firm, Frank Relyea, went to
Police.
All parents, swim team mem- Purdom, Rochelle Wright, and
since it is no longer supported California 96374.
woods
and
hillsides
to
rot
or
be
the house Wednesday when his
Bobby McCuiston, New Conbers, and any member of the Irene Chitwood
by the United Fund.
boss failed to report for work. disposed of by other animals Calloway
cord, fishing commercial line,
The regular ILdies day lunchClub are urged to atThe canvass was conducted by
and
birds.
Birds and animals
He found the door ajar, pushed
eon was served at noon with
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; Dethe boys who play in the leafeeding on these carcasses may tend. The cost will be 21.50 per
it open and found Perez dead
Mrs. Jack Belote as chairman of
0. J. (Otis) Hassell of the partment of Fish and Wildlife. gues, the managers of the teams
arry the infection many miles plate.
on the living room floor.
Backueburg community passed
For further information call the hostesses.
and interested parents.
to
other
susceptible
animals,
Relyea contacted authorities
away this morning at the Ileand streams are contaminated Mrs. Jim Hart or sign your
The association sponsors five
Dr. Ronald Babb will begin who found other bodies in a y water runoff
dowview Retirement Home near
different leagues for the boys
CAR FIRE
from the car- name at the Swim Team bulletin
bedroom
hall.
and
floors
The
Farmington. He was 91 years
board at the club.
of the city and county from his practice of dentistry at his
(Continued
walls
inside
house
and
the
were
Pacts
on
Eight)
offices at 104 North 4th Street
of age.
ages seven through sixteen.
The Murray Fire Department
gplattered with blood.
The deceased was preceded in
NOW YOU KNOW
Over four hundred boys and on Friday, June 27. The offices
was called Wednesday at one
were
seen
last
children
The
are
located
death by his wife, Mrs. Kate
in
the
Overby
Buildtwo hundred parents are involvp.m. to a car fire on the north
by a next door neighbor, Mrs.
Smith Bazzell, on March 17,
ed in the program in the five ing across from the Ledger & Faye Feinsilver, at about p.m.
side of the court square. CO2
The
most
2
ancient
extant
En1980. He was the son of the late
leagues, Park, Kentucky, Little, fimes.
cyclopedia is the Natural Hist- was used to extinguish the flamThe doctor received his B. S. Tuesday. Police said the shootPorter Smell and Mary ElizaPony, and Colt.
es which had been caused from
degree from Murray State Uni- ings took place sometime be- Four high school students ory of Pliny the /Elder written
beth Robertson Buren of Cala short in the car The firemen
versity and was graduated from tween that time and 11:15 p.m. from Murray are trying out col- in the lit century A.D. It is
loway County and was born
were back at the station by 1:05
divided
children,
The
dead
in
o
all
f
37
books
with
2,493
the
1877.
University
lege
life at Murray State Uniof Kentucky Den
July 2.
pm.
tal School, Lexington, in May of whom attended Rondout Valley versity this summer, according chapters.
Mr. Bartell was a member of
MICHAEL L. POSNRIt
By
Central
School,
were
identified
this year.
to James Biggs, director of Prothe Mt. Hebron United MethodWASHINGTON (UPI) - AfDr. Babb, son of Mr. and Mrs. as Reynaldo Jr., 12; Shirley, 11: ject Upward Bound at Murray.
ist Church and of the Woodmen
miraculous overnight rea
ter
The Purchase District Hoist Armon Babb of Mayfield, is Rolando, 10 and Florence, 9. The Murray students
of the World.
are:
President Nixon's in- ein Show wW be held at
"He was a gentle fellow, but Lynn Clark, Route 3; Kay Cope,
Survivors are three daughters, covery.
the married to the former Jane Henhealsurcharge
bill is
come
tax
Purchase
defeated
a
man
problem
from
a
Memorial
derson,
Fairgrounds
213 South 11th; Josie Reynolds,
,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Noble (Maybelle) Fuqua of
road to Mayfield, Kentucky at 10:00
Farmington Route One, Mrs. Ha- thy again, and on the
am. Mrs. Alton Henderion, also of with his wife," said Mrs. Rose 207 Spruce Street; and Marsha
House passage Monday.
on
July
Hoffman,
neighbor
Perez.
a
1,
of
1969. Mr. Malcolm Mayfield. They have one daugh
Williford, Route 1.
zel Hinkel of Sacramento, CaliThe $9.2 billion tax package, Bell, Friendship, Tennessee will ter, Lee Ann, age
He was a good worker and
Upward Bound is a federal
fornia, and Mrs. Marshall (Myrfour.
which extends the 10 per cent act as official judge. Registered
Th4 Babb family is residing the neighborhood thought the program which seeks to intertle) Eddings of Mayfield; three
by United Press International caused by heavy rains Monday.
expirabeyond Monday's
Holstein breeders throughout at 1619 Olive Extended for the world of him."
est high school students in postsons, Homer Bazzell of Kirksey surtax
The Small Business Adminisalmost given up the Purchase area will partici- present time.
date,
tion
was
In Allen County, rescuers reFeinsilver
Mrs.
said
"had
she
secondary education.
Route One, Hunter Smell of
stration Wednesday declared Al- covered the body of Mrs. JohnTuesday when House pate in the show.
no inkling of trouble." She deA total of ninety high-school- len,
Pontiac, Mich., and Howard Raz- for dead
Warren, and adjoining ny Anderson, in her 80s, Wedleaders postponed a vote on it
Trophies which have been doscribed Perez as a "pleasant fel- age youngsters from the Jackzell of Murray Route Two; four"counties in southern Kentucky nesday A search continued for
for two weeks.
nated
always
who
low
by
hello
said
area
and
businesses
son
will
grandchildren;
Purchase
een
area
fifteen
are partici- disaster areas due to flooding
New life was pumped into it be awarded to the winners and
her husband and his sister, Mrs
tipped his hat." She said "the pating in the program
great grandchildren; three great
at MurWednesday after GOP Leader there will be 25 classes in
Ella Dalton. They have been
kids
were
behaved."
well
all
the
ray.
great grandchildren.
Gerald R. Ford promised 170 show with more than 75 animals
missing since Monday when
The Upward Bound youngThe time and place of the Republicans
would vote for the are expected to be entered.
UNDERGOES SURGERY
floodwaters
from
Trammel
FIVE CITED
sters live in dormitories, eat in
funeral services have not been
bill - 40 more than the 130 he
This annual Holstein show is
the University cafeteria, and atannounced, but the burial will
Mrs. Brooks Moody of Penny
nad predicted the day before under the direction of the
Pur(Continued on Page Bight)
be in the Mt. Zion Cemetery. On the basis of the new count,
Roger Parrish of Dexter Five persons were cited by tend classes with regular col- Road, Murray Route One,
underIn charge of the arrangements Speaker John W. McCormack chase Holstein Cattle Club Route One, fifteen year old son the Murray Police Department lege students.
went surgery at the Western
The program runs currently
is the J. H. Churchill Funeral rescheduled the measure for which is composed of register- of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish, yesterday and last night. They
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on
Home where friends may call Monday, since only '47 Demo- ed Holstein breeders in the Pur- remains in critical condition at were two for speeding and three with the regular university Tuesday.
She entered the hospiafter four p.m. today (Thurs- crats are needed to assure pal- chase area. These breeders are the Baptist Memorial Hospital, for not having a city auto stick- summer session which ends tal on Sunday
and will be a patinterested
in
promoting
er.
August
Hol8.
y).
Memphis, Tenn.
sage, assuming all members are stein dairy cattle
ent there for about a week.
through selThe young boy was injured
present and voting.
Uslited Prams labormstlosal
ective breeding, competitive In
a motorcycle accident late
The Monday vote could work showing of animals,
production Monday afternoon. He
was hosto the advantage of the bill's records and sales.
rartiy cloudy, hot and humid
pitalized it the Murray-Callosupporters. Absenteeism is high
Officers of the Purchase Hol- way
today through Friday with wideCounty Hospital at 6:15
on Monday when many Eastern stein Cattle Club for
1969 are p.m. and was transferred
Wayne Brown, Lansing, Mich.. congressmen take off for long
ly scattered thundershowers in
to the
afternoon and evening, mostly
is teaching math methods in the weekends. These congressman President, Lloyd Giolson, Kevil; Baptist Hospital at Memphis at
Vice-P
resident,
W. D. McCuis two a.m. on
School of Education at Murray include Democratic liberals who
Friday. High today in the 90s.
Tuesday.
State University for the eight- have been waging the principal ton, Murray; and Secretary- rIkripierls are that Roger has
Low tonight in the 70s.
Treasurer, Charles E. Hobbs, not
week summer term.
regaidad consciousness since
tight against the bill, pressing Mayfield.
A 1958 graduate of Murray for commitments on a sweeping
LAKE DATA
the accident
tracheotomy was
The public and especially per
tate, Btown received his mas- bill to close tax loopholes.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 358.6,
performed on\ the patient last
sons
interested
in promoting the night to
ter's degree from Michigan Passage Monday, and Senate
up 0.1. Below dam 303.7, ui•
help \'lth his breathState University. He is princi- approval later, would extend the Holstein Cattle business in this ing.
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 358.8,
pal of an elementary school in tax for six months at 10 per area are cordially invited to atup 0.3. Below dam 311.5, down
Roger who
11
be
a
sophotend.
Lansing.
0.7.
more at Callatvay County High
cent and another six months at
Mrs. Brown is the former Bet- 5 per cent through June
Sunrise 5:38 a.m. Sunset 6:21
Schhol title fall is the grandson
30,
ty Bondurant of Murray and 1970 when it would expire.
pm. Moon set 2:14 a.m.
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perri.*
they have two children: David, The bill also would repeal,
of Dexter Route One and of Mr.
9, and Allan, 5. They are mak- retroactive to April 18, 1969,
and Mrs. Cisro Butterworth of
ing their home at Panorama the 'I per cent investment
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Murray Route Two. •
tax
hores on Kentucky Lake.
The Coles and Shelton reuncredit for business machinery
Mrs. Jim Watkins is a patpurchases; relieve 12 million ion will be held at the Murray
SUS-DISTRICT MEET
ient in Room 307 of the Murlow income taxpayers of some. City Park on Friday, July 4.
TEEN GINTER
ray-Calloway County Hospital
or all, of their income taxes, This includes the families of
The Murray Sub-District will and postpone for i year the the Late George Coles 'nil Bro. The Teen
aflei suffering broken bones in
Center at the First
t tonight (Thursday) at 7:' scheduled reduction of the 10 T. G. Shelton families.
a fall at her farm home last
United Methodist Church will
.m. at the Martin's Chapel Un- per cent telephone
week. She will be there for a
All relatives and friends are be open Saturday, June 28, from
and 7 per
Methodist Church. Every ent • automobile excise taxes invited to attend. A basket eight to 11 p.m. for teens, ages
bout a month. Her daughter.
Upward Bound bridge students Lynn Clark and Marsha Williford,
both ef Murray,
Is invited- to attend this de to go to 5 per cent
Mrs. Homer Bullard of Chester
each, lunch iIl be spread at the noon 13 through 19. The admission is and Robert Mash, of Benton, are advised on their college sclioduhts by Upward Bound
Hag.
town, Ind., is here with her mo
Director James Biggs.
Jan. 1.
twenty-five cents.
hour.

Man Kills
Wife,Kids
Then Self
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fee

Five Persons Fined
In Calloway Court,
Judge McCuiston
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Charles F. Parham
Special Drive Serving
, Vietnam
By Baseball
Brings.$1100

Improper Disposal
Of Dead Animals
Is Health Problem

Buffet Planned By
Calloway Team

Ladies Day Golf
Held At Calloway

0.J. Barzell

Passes Away
This Morning

Dr. Ronald Babb
Is New Dentist

Surtax Bill
Is On Road
To Passage

Four LoCal Students
In Upward Bound

Holstein Show Will
Be Held On July 1

Allen And Warren Counties
Declared Disaster Areas,SBA
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at reg. pries
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Roger Parrish In
Critical Condition
Memphis Hospital
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Wayne Brown Is
Teaching At MSU

Coles And Shelton
Reunion Is Planned
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
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Stanley F. Y011es, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
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JAball C. WILLIAMS,?WI
mem the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Isatig.
or Public Voice items which. in our opinkin. are not tar the MA
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRZSZNTATIVICEI WALLACZ WTIBIZR00,. UN
Maclisce Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time h We Mk- New York MY.
iftephenacts B.Detroit., Mich.
Mitered at the Poet Office, Murray, Zentsicky. for traimitilmien se
Second Clam Matter
BUBOCIPTION RAT= By Carrier In Murray. per west 3141, per
Month 14.3.2.. la Calloway and actiolcung counties, Per year, NM;
zones 1* 3, $13.00; nowhere $111.00. All service subscriptions OIL
'The Cametanehie Civil' Sant of a Cesemmille Is the
IneerrIty ef Ms Newegsper
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PUE88 INTILLNATIONAL

WASHINGTON- The National Academy of Sciences, advising the
Army not to ship poison gas across the country by rail:
"We cannot exclude the remote possibility of a catastrophic
gagman."
WASHINGTON - F2 Lee Bailey, executive chr4tor of the Professimal Air Traffic Gootrollers Association, describing the anxieties of a traffic controller to a Senate subcommittee:
"He experieeces the pressure and mental gyrations of a top
level executing without the variance in routine that keeps such
executives•wbetheithey be leaders of industry or U. S. senators tram going berserk."

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Retired Chief Justice Earl Warren,
reflecting on the Sapreme Court: .
-I would like the court throughout its history to be remembered
LS the court of the people."

WHAT ARE 71131 '1.111
AND DOWN" DRUGS?
This is a nickname for two
large families of drugs that we
are all familiar with: the amphetamines and barbiturates.
Amphetamines are the "up"
drugs. They stimulate the brain
and other parts of the central
nervous muesli Slang terms for
them ischads: "pep pills," "betimes," and "speed."
Barbiturates are "down"
drugs They relax the central
nervous system. Slang for them.
particularly the fast-starting.
short-acting kinds of barbiturates, includes "barbs" and
"goof balls"
What are the medical uses?
Both stimulant and sedative
drugs have definite medical
tans. When properly employed
under the direction of a physician, they can be invaluable as
• part of his treatment for a
number of conditions. But it
must be remembered that they
—like any drugs—must be
taken as prescribed. The patient
should nor attempt to set his
own dosages, for example, by
leaving off a pill or doubling up
on the amount to be taken at
one time.
Stimulants are now mainly
prescribed for narcolepsy (overwhelming attacks of sleepiness).
to control overweight by reducing one's appetite, to combat
fatigue when this is desirable,
and to fight depression by elevating mood.
Barbiturates are prescribed
by doctors to help in the treatment of such conditions as high
blood pressure, epilepsy, inaom-

Ma, and mental illnesses. Alone,
or with other drugs, barbiturates
are pivacribed for many kinds
of other conditions and
MOW&
Everyone probabli knows almost instinctively that their
drugs can be hazardous to
health.and safety. But they are
so familiar that we may be
lulled into forgetting the defusite
dangers of misuse.
The -up" drugs can drive a
peruse to do things beyond his
physical endurance and leave
him exhausted. Heavy doses
may cause a temporary toxic
psychosis (tr.ental derangement) which requires hospitalization. These drugs can lead to
accidents and they can become
psychologically addicting.
The "down" or sedative drugs
can produce effects resembling
akoholic drunkenness when
taken in high doses. The ability
to think. concentrate, work is
reduced; and emotional control
is weakened. Overdoses can
cause death. Moreover, barbiturates are a leading cause of
accidental poison deaths. They
are both psychologically and
physiologically addicting.
The extent of misuse of these
drugs in the U.S. is not known,
but best estimates seem to indicate 200.000 to 400.000 persons
regularly abuse these and other
non-narcotic drugs. When in
doubt about use of any of these
potent compounds. it is a good
idea to consult your doctor.
For a free leaflet on -The Up
and Down Drugs,- write So
NIMH. Box 1080, WashingelikD.C. 20013.

ELVIS'69
"The
trouble
with girls"l•

•

MO

from MGM
•-•

I

git_khnesvi
FLASH FLOOD KILLS TWO Two persons were known dead and autos and entire houses
were carried downstream in flash flooding in Red Boiling Springs, Tenn. tip to 10 inches
of rain sent creeks rampaging out of their banks in the northern part of the state, and
damage was estimated in the millions of dollars
•

Demolition
Bids Are
Solicited

4:0C

0
4:311
5:0C
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00

7:30

* TODAY *
thru Tuesday

and Federal Office Building, 219
South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
lllinois 60604. Call or write this
address for bid forms(GS-05BC8294) and other information. Telephone: Area Code 312-353-5383.

A8:00
1.9:30

TUE
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
5:45
6:00
416:30
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00

Alm•nac

Bids for demolition of certain
structures at the new site of the by United Press International
proposed U. S. Courthouse and Today is Thursday, June 26,
Federal Office Building, Frank- the 177th day of 1989 with 188
fort, Kentucky are being solicit- to follow.
ed from small business con- The moon is between the first
cerns by the Chicago Regional quarter and new phase.
Office of General Services Ain The morning stars are Merministration,
cury, Venus and Saturn.
The work includes the removal The evening stars are Mars
of existing structures, fences, and Jupiter.
walls, pavements and trees with- On this day in history:
in 108,071.9 square feet site and In 1900, Dr. Walter Reed led
certain encroachments on public a medical team in a campaign
to wipe out Yellow Fever.
streets.
The estimated cost range of In 1917, the first troops of
the project is between$44,500.00 the American Expeditionary
and $49,500.00 The anticipated Force reached France for duty
completion time is 120 calendar in World War I.
In 1044, the third largest
days,
Robert L. Pendergast, Region- French port, Cherborg, was libal Administrator, General Ser- erated from the Nazis by the
vices Administration, announced Allies.
May that sealed bids WM- be In 1948, the US. began Operaccepted until 2:00 P. M,, C.D.. ation "Berlin Airlift" to bypass
S. T., on July 18, 1969. At that the Soviet blockade of Berlin.
A thought for the day —
time all bids received will be
publicly opened and read in the Arthur Schopenhauer once said
Bu.sinees ServiCe Center, Gen- . . 'The fundamental fault of
eral Services Administration, the female character is that it
Room 1204, U. S. Courthouse has no sense of justice."

ATLANTA - Braves' Hank Aaron, after slamming his 529th the destructive outlook of the
SDS and similar grow Mel.
career home run in game against the Dodgers:
they want to take countenee"I'm not a pitty-pat hitter."
tion against the extremists.
At Ohio University recently, ADULTS 67
members of the Young Awed- NURSERY 2
cans For Freedom, a patriotic JUNE 22, 1969
group expressing the will of
the majority of students, sucTouring
PUDDLE .1
ADMISSIONS
cessfully frustrated the attempts
the scene of a fatal Dominiof SDS meimbere to break up
By Thurman Sensing
Mrs. Anne T. Porter, 511 So. can plane crash in a street
an ROTC parade. Such counter- 11th St., Murrall!
Miss Martha in Miami. Fla.. Gov.. Claude
tatCuTrvt VKt **moue
action is growing in importance Louise Gollio
!
ItIVIox 255
sa
: ICirk jumps over a puddle
as the SDS becomes more agcreatett oy;we engines. Ten
BentOn;
greuive.
Southern States Industrial Council!
persona were killed.
Box 61, Haug; Mrs. Mary J.
The Student Council at Pala Watkins 409 So. 8th St. murrain
Mis. Dottie B. Russell, 765 So,
Beach Atlantic College, in Ilflan$ 1i
St., Ourray:
Ida, said "The studeats hers
CRACKDOWN ON Tall SDS alumai prossaly serving in Viet: believe it is high
time seat
Though the miummed Stud- nam or who rendered loyal ser- study body spoke up
"DISMISSALS
for
ents for A Delhoeratsc Society vice to their country in past huge majority of students the
sad
is a dear threat to good order wars in defense of freedom.
let it be known that they are
Mrs, Sarah Cunningham, Rte.
and academic freedom at every
At Princeton. the valedictor- strongly opposed to the
3, Bentoo, Mrs. Geraldine McdisQ - If a veteran has an anneal
American university. few in
ian. Michael A Bernstein.
ruptive actions of small groups Clara, Rte. 2, Murray, Mrs.
income of $1,576, how much VA
tutions have yet taken an ab- • the United States "sick." of students"
Buthal Holmes, Box 160, Hazel; monthly pension will heget'under
aoluteLy firm line dealing with He expressed solidarity with
Mrs. Linda England L Baby Boy, the new law?
this destructive organization_ Bleck Panthers in New York.
A - A monthly pension of $57
For the majority to take a 13141 Vine, Murray, Miss Ethel
The kind of measure needed to mutinous soldiers in California,
ma
we
members
involved
in stand is the American way. The Parker, 823 No. 19th St., Murray Is payable to veterans who do not
prevent campus disorders is that
taken by the LowsUina State a disturbance at a New Jersey. New Loft may innn find it is Mrs. Blanche D. Lassiter, Ham- have dependents and whose annulin:
University Board out Supervis- plant. He said "their options faring a revolt In reverie.
al income ranges between $1,500
son at the doge of the academ- epee
possibilties for tie and
and 61,600.
ic yeer The boa-rd approved a ....their defeat would be ours
Q - 1 have the "Total Disabiliresolution banning the SD* as well."
ty Income Provision" on my
from all campuses within the
By allowing a handful of stuNational Service Life Insurance.
LSL' system
When applying for the total disdents
to
give
such
speeches,
The LSI: board resolution
ability income benefit after the
said that nu current activitia these universities give the counsix month period, will payment
Then was our mouth filled with 'aught
try
and
a
picture
our
false
of
attitudes
tongue
with
the
United
Stelae
throughout
be made retroactive from the
singing.
Psalm
126:2.
among
voting
Americans
In
colapparent
make it
that SDS Is
first month of total disability?
A
good
and
harmonious
life
is
filled
trith
joy.
Long-face
d,
a radical, revolutionary organA - Payment of the total disaisation dedicated to the &strut. legs. The SDS has only shout sanctitnonious piety is seldom sincere.
bility income benefit starts with
tan of American institutions, 35.000 members, a small numthe seventh month and continues
beginning with American uni- ber in a country of more than
Indian Naiei Firm
as long as the total disability
versities It. therefore, consti- 200 million people. The mill- Dime Brakes Record
exists.
Sets
Output
minority
Record
that,
StjOSEPH,
Mich. (UPI) tutes a clear and present due Wit
is just
but
Q - I am a disabled veter
NEN
gee to the entire Louisiana state the prominence the,
(1 PO
I he
'gut—*lien Employes at the Bendix Hydrawith the support of radical fac- ulics rhvision plant are hitting Hindustan Machine Tools %at.
of World War II, I dropped m
university system."
fi
insurance many years ago.,
•ter-tiorv et lierratorr fro Tutles r4i
The SDS was formed in MIL ult3
' members and sdalthistrfr, •the-hreiwwet-tay spec*.
tors—helps the extremists build
Can
I apply for G. I. insurance'?!
It has been the
a
production
re
4 oril by turning
They recendy made their I
A - No. Disabled veteransl
revolutionary action from coast ; up their inmate as a powerful millionth
Out
306.000
%sti
lies
dunng
disc brake. This proto mast. Only now, seven years force.
1968. Production in 1967 was of World War II were 1er ti
The vast majority
out college duction mark was struck only 250.000.
insur
after its founding. are colleges ,
Plans are being drawn opportunity of applying for
Iti months after the first disc
throug
1965,
May
1,
from
ance
and universities beginning to :students went to get an educeup
to
establish a .44'ond watch
brake was machined.
May 2, 1966.
wake up to the SDS' &atm tition and firmly diaapprove of
factory in kashmir.
tive goals. In the past. Use WS
&don have any difficulty. find.
a campus on whoich to hold
its annual national convention.
This year. the SDS admitted, it
was turned down by 37 colleges
and universities and at least
25 meeting halls, parks and
camps. "
Some institutions have yet to
demonstrate courage ill dealing with the SDS. Harvard, the
nano's': oldest university, actually allowed an SDS spokes:
man to deliver a harangue at
commencement exercises. The
speaker poured abuse on the
United States and, finally, had,
to be removed from the platform. At Radcliffe, Hardvard's
sister college in Cambridge,
Mast. the SW also was given
an opportunity to have a spokesman address the graduates.
Indeed Radcliffe authorities
seemed determined to give offense to patriotic, law-abiding
citizens. Its commencement
meeker was the Rev William'
S. Coffin, Jr., the Yale University cbaplain who las year was
convicted by a federal court
jury of conspiring to violate the
selective service law.
Yale showed no more coin
cern that Radcliffe for the feelings of its patriotic alumni. A
member of the graduating class
was allowed to deliver a speech
attacking America's involvedtotAINICAN PLANE CRASHES IN MIAMI Aerial'view shoals ,crashed in a busy street ill NI la nu. Fla Ten persons were
ment in the Vietnam War. No
the damage caused when .a Dominican DC4 cargo Piesat
one was given an opportunity
killed. including PiPC on the-ground. At least 12 others w*re
trying-to cirri* back to the airport with an engine alive 44nJured The dead
.to menthe behalf of the Yale
Included four' in aikautorno;bile body shop.
'11411,.. •

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Bible Thought—for Today
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Admission: 1.60 & 1.00
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PLEASE NOTEU
"Where Eagles Derew
originally scheduled to
start Wednesday has
been cancelled and will
be rescheduled at a
later date.

Store Hours: 8:30-5:00rOriday till 9:00 p.m.
4th & Main
Murray, Kentucky

NYLON HOSE
Values'to $1.01i
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Paper Napkins
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43c %JP
250 white paper napkins in reusable poly
bag.
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STYROFOAM
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4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
5:00 What's New
5:30 Spectrum: The Prizewinners
6:00 Focus
6:30 Southern Educational Communications Association hitTHURSDAY—July 3
erconnection
8:00 Sounds of Summer: Cincinn4:00 Astronomy: The Sun
ati Pied Piper-Boston Pops
4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
Ad Timers Night (2tours)
5:00 What's Nee
5:30 Investigator:
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
6:00 Focus
TELEVISION
6:30 Conversation: William GriProgram Schedule
er
WK1411 - CHANNEL 21 -MURRAY 7:00 Book Beat: Jimmy Dykes
'
Week of June 30-July 4
7:30 Smart Sewing
8:00 NET Festival: Carlow ChaMONDAY —June 30
vez
9:00 Critique: Poetry of James
4:00 Smart Sevring: Shift with
Wright
Bell Sleeves
194:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood FRIDAY—July 4
5:00 What's New
5:30 Friendly Giant
4:00 Oceanography: Footprints
5:45 Friendly Giant
in the Sea
6:00 Focus
6:30 French Chef: Cheese Souffle
7:00 Conversation with Eric Hoffer
7:30 New Orleans Jazz: "Mr.
Jelly Lord"
a6:00 NET Playhouse: Delius
Ir9:304 Cineposium

Educational
Television
Schedule

'69
IS“The
trouble
with girls

r ODAY

THE LEDGER
7:30 Antiques: Furniture Forum
8:00 Decision: Constitutioa in
Action
8:30 Spectrum: The Prizewinners
9:00 NET Black Journal

*

▪ Tuesday

TIMES - MURRAY,
, KENTUCKY
CONSIDERS REQUEST
rd Of Immigration Appeals has
SUFFERS STROKE
taken under advisement the gov- Service Monday the court did
authority to vacate
WASHINGTON UPI - The Boaernment's request to deport Mun- not have the
the conviction.
ir
Bishara
Sirhsui,
brother
ofSen.
WASHINGTON UPI - Joseph Mo., from the La Tuna, Tex.,
Robert F. Kennedy's assasin.
Valachi, who revealed the first Federal Prison, where he sufferSirhan, a citizen of Jordan, was
details about the secret organi- ed the stroke Saturday night.
convicted in Los Angeles County
zation of the Mafia, is reported Valachi entered the Atlanta Pen- In
STAGE PROTESTS
1966 of possessing marijuana,
in satisfactory condition after a itentiary in 1960 and gave spec- but the
court vacated the constroke. Valactil, 64, was trans- tacular testimony to the Senate
viction later. Attorney Robert
ferred to the medical center for permanent investigating subcom- A.
Vielhaber argued for the Im: TOKYO UPI - More than 11,000
federal prisoners at Springfield. mittee several years ago.
migration
and Naturalization workers and leftists staged deAs

LIZREZI
47AIVIE

with great

Ifa

4:00 Friendly Giant
/1:15 Davey and Goliath
4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
5:00 What's New
5:30 Folk Guitar
5:00 Foals
5:30 New Orleans Jazz: "Mr.
Jelly Lord"
7:00 Speed Reading

401,1147.AVIILIIF ci
me PI. *••3
raw

Triple Decker

FOOD CARRIER

(Eci?

le MR,RP
TECMAACOLOR
.
SIVIRP4 ARTS VS

Ian awn •

.12

•_50_:66c
PLASTIC CUPSII
5Q
TOz.

•

100 70z.

$1.49 Value

IMBEATABLE

•

913c Value

fur kupi.g beverages ace cud!

?eatures at:
1, 7:30 & 9:40
sion: 1.50 & 1.00

INSULATES HOT OR COLD

11ACHELOI--Of arts, that is,
and not a bachelor girl,
either. Its commencement
at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, and sometimes you can't tell the girls
from boys without pro -.m.

3 Qt Graduated

NAPKINS

Canister
Wo ld's finest insulation. splitproo liners. rust-proof bases.
Exclusive FAST.FLO FAUCET.
MODEL 55018 11 gel)

SE NOTE'L.-.e Eagles Dare"
illy scheduled to
Wednesday has
sneelled and will
scheduled at a..
1ate.

l53-icosf r

STYRO CUPS

Reusable

$3.33

WEDNESDAY —July 2

Kentucky's forests cover 12
million acres, nearly half the
state's total Lend area.

CINIIIC

TUESDAY —July 1
4:00 Antiques: Furniture Forum
4:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
5:00 What's New
5:30 Friendly Giant
5:45 Friendly Giant
6:00 Focus
416:30 News in Perspective
'T 7:30 Astronomy: The Sun
8:00 Book Beat: Jimmy Dykes
8:30 Folk Guitar
9:00 Conversation: William Grier
9:30 French Chef: CheeseSouffle

TWIDAY — JUNE 28. 1969
monstrations across Japan against the Japan - U. S. security
treaty on its ninth anniversary.
Monclay. The protestors demise*
ed the United States immectiatdr
return Okinawa and the other
Ryukyu Islands to Japanese control.

$
2-gal.

SC

MODEL 55028 12 gal.)

Aee.

COLEMAN FUEL
:‘\..._"--._-7-----_
1i

Colemanto
% Galen
for Coiemen Lanterns
Camp Stoves. Catelybc'
Beaters Blended to
give trouble-ft/gaper
stows

cy

630

66

10 Lbs.

SE

CHARCOAL

79c Value
100 Plastic

880
FOAM mot
t2ICE BUCKET

23

SPOONS &
FORKS

SLAT -SILT" -The enginotera and physicists work to take
man Into the Moon Age IL Cape Kennedy,
and restaurateurs keep pace. Clients at George's place on
Cocoa Beach
can strap themselves into space age barstool
s.

_—_..-.-_-..
-0.. •.

79c Value

HARCOAL
WIER

Chug-A-19 Or Shasta

11

Kolling
Wonder

POTATO CHIPS CASHEWS

FOAM KEG

ri 199

Wavy Or Plain

keg with poly
Button spigot
sp,

$1.29 Value

I Lb. Bag
•

89

•

losing the liberal "WarONE EltA ENDS, AN0114kliSLOI
ren era- of the U.S. Supreme Court, Warren Earl purger
'right) poses with President Nixon and retiring Chief Justice
arren OW) on the steps of the Supreme Court in
"Earl
Washington following swearing in ceremonies.

Value
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FREE PARING
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THIS LEDGIR I TIMES —

Mrs. J. B. Burke= .

MURRALY, KENTUCKY

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Mrs. Rodney Scott
Hostess For UDC
Chapter Luncheon

PA

Mrs.Lurene Cooper
Is Program Leader
For Erwin Circle

Mrs Rodney Scott opened her
The Cordelia Enda Circle et
Pride% June V
lovely colonial home on Main
the Women's Society of ChristThe Harris Grove
Street few the luncheon meeting en Club will have a
ian Service of the South Pleb
of the J. N. Williams chapter pima at the City Part at 7' ant Grove United Methodist
of the United Daughters of the p.
Church met Monday, Jane S. at
•••
Confederacy held on Wednesseven-thirty o'clock in the evesday, June it
The
University
CaaPlas lag at the church for its regular
A delicious luncheon was Bridge will meet at the Studeat monthly meeting.
T. 0. Mahaffey.
served by the hostesses, Mrs. Union Building at 740 pia. If
Mn. Lurene Cooper *posed
Carol Hill entertained with Don ILarr, Mrs. 0.1. Scott. Mrs. you have not Wee contacted the program by leading group
W. C. Masai, Mrs. Rodney and wish to play, call Mn. Rea singing with Mn. Clime Erwin
piano selections throughout the
&mat, and Mn. Frank Hobos& Cellar 713-3405 or Mrs. Wally at the piano.
evening.
The guests were seated
The topic of the programi was
Swan 751413/1.
Buffet
•••
"When Christiana Are the MinA catered buffet was held at the dining room at a bang
99
sized table overlaid with an imority Group" and was led by
the Zellwood Country Club.
is
Saturday,
*me
ported linen cloth elegantly ow
Mrs. Cooper. The scripture readThe tables were overlaid with
Woman's Missionary Union ing from the second chapter of
bad
white cloths and held arrange- broidered. A large arrangement
of summer flowers in a silver Day will be held ,at the Jamb Isaiah was by Mn. Cooper with
ments of gladioli and mums.
Assembly
Baptist
Creek
than
vase
graced
the
center
of
die
'ala
prayer by Mrs. Annie Lee Coop
Bands of blue net ran through
.
p
with registration at 11:30 LB. er.
ide
the centers of the tables with table.
$1.25
per
be
lunches:la
will
The
an
TO Mlf RICADICRS: Bill Gomm a Immdeosne, mama
Mn. Lunn' Cooper and Mrs
blue tapers in crystal holders. A business session followed
the luncheon with Mn. Boa penal.
tea
Ruth Hill gave illustrations of
Irish actor, was saved from total comer tif the Wyss by
Miniature wedding bells •n
•••
inn
Karr presiding. The nomiaating
the conditions in the Muallai
stargery. To warm and pembly any Wan from a similar
fern were placed at intervals
fres
committee presented the slate of The New Providence Riding society of Algeria.
Mk he has written a hook, "WHY ME?" published by
on the tables.
froi
Club will sponsor a WILHA The business session was eonofficers who were elected.
Blue rice tied in white net
001
811.0
1 1°417The officers are Mn. Leon- horse show starting at three ducted by Mrs. Imogene Pasbags were distributed among the
RBI is a friend of mire, and hie gives me permission to
sac
ard Vaughn, president; Mrs. p.m. at the riding pen located chall with the secretaries givguests.
psi
wale frees his eloquent tostimeep agoimet smoking. And I
Don Karr, first vice-president; nine miles southeast of Murray. ing their reports. Final pleas
Wedding Trip
I.
that Nu.
Mn. W. C. McKee', second vice- The public is invited to attend. were made for serving the Lions
When leaving for a short
•• •
"That so assay people smoke be me is iacredibin net se
president; Miss Mary Williams,
Club dinner on June Si.
wedding trip, the new bride
Sunday, June 29
recording
secretary;
enemy dsildrea smoke is sickeisMg. By the ink grade, fully
Mn.
Fred
The group voted to buy a
wore a Barberani suit crisply
Was
Open house will be held at washer and drrr for the parGingles, corresponding secreWI or our childree smoke. Yet I ought not aseprisie ma. V.
the
colored with navy, white, yelCourt
County
Calloway
old
the
tary;
Mrs.
E.
A.
Lassiter.
treathe
sonage.
die paspie like to think we jolt diet lam whet we were
low, green, navy and orange,'
House from two to five p.m.
per
debug when we began to smoke to ear yes&
with navy accessories. Orchids surer; Mn. Henry Elliott, regis•
•
•
The
a
meeting
will
July
be
trar; Miss Cappie Beale, chap"Today, we have the servos general's report. Yes, there
from her bridal bouquet were
combined
meeting
the
Coo
of
lain; Mrs. Rodney Scott, historused in her corsage.
is a defudte limit betweso cigsrat sashimi and long caeca% a
delis Erwin and Blankenship
ian.
The new Mrs. Welling receivlink between dorsi amain mad Mort disease. betimes
Circles at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs.
Karr
presided
over
the
ed her B. S. and M. A. degrees
Delicious refreshments were
cigaret smoking and a doses afferent allmords, my of
from Murray State University installation service and the new
served to the seventeen memwhich may kill someday.
president,'
Mrs.
Vaughn,
took
and will be teaching at Valenbers by Mrs. Brenda Erwin and
"When we were yam we kept soya( we didn't have all
the chair to finish the business.
cia Junior College in Orlando
Mrs. Polly Erwin.
She appointed her committees
the facts. Yet we called cigarets 'cant nails.' We knew. We
this fall.
• ••
Jeffrey Humphreys celebratand made plans for the new
imighod and mined a smoke ring in the sky.
Mr. Welling received his Bawith
a
birthday
fourth
year.
his
ed
"While talkies to a group of teen-agers in Anchorage,
chelor of Science in agriculture
The meeting adjourned until party held on Tuesday, June
Merit*. I grinned with guilt. I had smoked between two
degree from the University of
24, from two to four o'clock in
September.
eied three peed at cigarets every day for 35 years. These
Florida at Gainsville. He is sup•••
the afternoon at the home of
ervisor of Welling Farms, Inc.
Ms,so bematfted, an sturdy and straight. God's lasses, aB
,kis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
of them.
Out of town guests other than
Humphreys, Bagwell Manor
*Om and mother smoke," AND ehlii-mgria---"WhyThe New Concord Seekers 4-H
those above 'ere the Aubrey Arthritis Treatment
Subdivision.
meet
Games were played with the Club met for their regular
Morrises Mr. and Mrs. Charles
BERKELEY, Calif. -(UPI)
"I'm lorry far your father and mother," I say.
H. Rucker, Mr. and Mrs. Robwinners being Janee Sims, Joy monthly meeting at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Phillips
ert L. Brown. Mr. and Mn. Disability from arthritis can be Hine, and Lajena Thornton.
-Bat Ts Not worried about then. If they dealt %NW ON
The honoree was the recip- on Thursday, June 12, at seven
Gardner McPherson, Mr. and prevented in the majority of
brains sr datermintioe to stop, I feel sorry for thus. Bet I
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Braden ,Griffin, Susan and cases if proper treatment and ient of many gifts.
4
dal he them. Ws YOU NB worried shout If you haven't
comprehensive care are started
James Jarrett called the meetThe
and
Dennis
were
kitchen
den
deGroffin,
Miss
Hazel
Hart.,
started speldeg. I beg of you—DON'T. If you have *band, I
Miss Leona Simmons, Yr. and early, according to the California corated with clowns and orange ing to order. Robert Brelsford
beg of,..,STOP."
Mrs W. E. Kelsie, Mr. and Mrs. director of public health.
and blue crepe paper. Party led the pledge to the American
"Het why," they ask_ "It's 'in' to ameba. Everyone doss
J C. Durnince, all from Lake
hats, clowns holding toy jeeps, flag and Jimmy Jarrett led the
I. We don't vramt to look like oddballs."
Dr. Louie 1'. saylor said an bracelets, and balloons were 4-H pledge.
Placid, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Carl
"Would you rather look hie me?" I asked gently. And
Mike Cunningham read the
Grisham, Pierre and Cindy estimated 1 1/2 million persons given as favors
MRS. JACK RICHARD WILLING
SOUND like me?"
Seacard, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; n California alone suffer from' Refreshments of decorated Bible and Cindy Williams led la
Bill Gargan's once resonant booming nice has been
clown brownies, ice cream, and prayer. Janet Newberry called
Miss Martha Evelyn Jones and in the community room of the,Mr. and Mn. Frank Dutton. la- sonic form of arthritis and urged
punch were served by Mrs. the roll with five members, two
reduced to a croak. But his menage comes then ioud and
those
afflicted
to
seek
medical
makalee,
Pia.;
Mrs.
Marie
8110Jodi Richard Welling eachang- First Federal Bank building.
leaden, one junior leader, and
Humphreys.
dear. Some readers letters follow:
promprty.
elp
card,
Freeport,
Bahamas.
ed wedding vows Saturday evenChildren present were Joy seven visitors answering.
Prenuptial Events
ing, June 14, in the First Unit- Mrs. Ben Grogan of Murray,
Saylor said arthritis is not Him, Jon Mark Billington, Tony Plans were made for a skatThe bridal couple and the eaDEAR ABBY I want to give up smoking_ Maybe I hid ed Methodist Church of Apop- aunt of the bride, presided at
one disease but several related Barron, Jay Simmons, Lima ing party. Jeannie Jarrett told
tire
wedding
party
were
honorha,
Florida, with Rev. Frank the guest register table which
better rephrase that. I HAVE to give up smoking.
illnesses, including osteoarthritis Thornton, Keith Allbritton, EA* about her trip to Fontana. Jam
Edwards officiating,
was draped with a white father- ed with a dinner in the Gold d rheumatoid arthntis..
My doctor (who is a personal friend of mine] told
Wo- Evans, Rodney Ray, Janes SIM. es Jarrett introduced Franciame . The bride is the daughter
Room
of
the
State Bank of Apoiled lace table cloth bolding a
yesterday that I T
suildhis he did net yid we
opka. Hosts for the dinner held men are affected more often Jill and Jaffrey Humphreys. co Valle S. from Honduras who
Mr.
and
Kra_
Loyd
C.
Jeans
elisalsory
candle.
to Mow my face in his office again. And he meant k,
Assisting Mrs. Humphreys told the group about his countee.
knowing the rehearsal were than men and incidence appears
Murray. and the groom is the
uft*
Abby, he is a wonderful doctor and I have gone to him
to increase' as family income were Mrs. Jack Humphreys, Mrs. try, what it is like, and said the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence The 'erring tables were cov- he groom's parents.
aid
4-H pledge in Spanish.
for nearly 15 yeers. and I do eat want to start la with
John
Simmons,
Mrs.
Bobby
Bardec
re
ases.
ered
in
white
lace
with
arrangePrenuptial
parties
honoring
another
Welling of Apopka, Florida.
ron, and Mrs. Pearl Miller.
Refreshments were served.
doctor, but I ars a three-peckooday woman, and Ws not all
The nuptial music was pre- ments of pink and white mums. Miss Jones were a coffee and
but
that easy to stip. I have tried to nit down and I have eves sented by Mrs. V. A. Stewart, Assisting in serving the bar -eclpe shower on April 35 given and
ma
coffee
on
May
17
given
by
tiered
wedding
cake were Mrs
tried to gait "cold turkey" and I put as 111 pounds la
organist, and Mrs. Frank HoopMn.
ver
by
Long,
Mrs.
Preston
marly
Hill
and
Mn.
Mrs.
William
Ralph
Preston Hill, Mrs. Annelle Latas many days.
er, vocalist.
see
I ton. and Mrs. Sarah Haii.y Frank Collier; a shower on May raircloth, and Mrs Tom Ma
intA
ha there a hypeotist I can go to? I adndt, I heveset the
hoffey
with
Mrs.
Robert
by
with
Burqust
seventy
Candlelight from white tap. Serving punch from a separate
guests pretoiN
4IblIbeseer to quit en my owe. I have hoard this reaNy
era burning in four pairs of table were Mrs Granville Lew- twenty faculty members of Ap- sent; and a dinner at the Hilton
werb.
cathedral candelabra illuminat- is. Mrs. W. D. Long, and Mn. opka Memorial High School pre- House in Orlando given by Mrs.
11111Rmv
wh
sent; a miscellaneous showerillen Grogan on June 13.
ed the bridal scene. An arrangemc
The Americas Calmer seelsey lies the ment of white
gladioli a n d
wild es eh. And the word from them in "NIX."
white mums centered the altar
can
which was flanked by large basMOST COURTEOUS DRUG STORE
veg
DEAR ABBY: Mind if I get perusal? Have you
kets
of
white
gladioli
and
white
squ
ever
multed? And if you he,., haw Wm ago did yea quit, and
mums. Artistically tied bows of
tati
white satin and baby's breath
wiry?
"NOSY" Di FORT WORTH
decorated the family pews.
DEAR NOSY: I hove sever smoked. I re/mimed WI1•11
Bride's Dress
yang to please my panels,sad efewthme Ie alMtaim
The bride, given in marriage
to please
by her father, was beautiful in
myself.
her elegant gown of white imEverybody hes a problem. msg.. years? For a
personal ported pain D'ange lace. Her
ropey mils to Abby. Sea wet Lee Angeles,
long sleeves, high neck line, and
Cal. Welk and
hem were accented by ruffled
andese a stamped. self-addressed aevolspe.
lace with seed pearl bonding
IlMe is mien Wien? Sea/ la to Abby, lea mak
Les high lighting the empire waist.
Her magnificent double layer
Mobs, Cal. MOW ear Abbr. booklet, "Hew to Wylie
Leiters illusion Mantilla
E.Al Oesedens."
veil was edged
with matching peau D'ange lace
extending to chapel length. She
carried a cascading bouquet of
Mr and Mrs. Joe Cowin of Mur- orchids and mums with satin
ray and paternal grandparents streamers.
Miss Nancy Roberts of Mm.
are Mr and Mn. Prank Collura
ray was the maid of honor. The
POWDER orTABLETS
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Col- of Bordentown, New Jersey.
• ••
bridesmaids were Mrs. E. G.
lura of Bordentows, New JerReg
RetilL79
sey. announce the birth of a Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Haynes Bailey of Memphis. Tenn., Mrs.
Bill
of
Henke
of
Mayfield
ColFort
Collins.
Route
One
are
the
daughter. Angela Marie, bon
parents of a dau,Oter, Rhoads orado, sister of the groom, and
on Saturday, June 210
Lee,
weighing seven pounds Ml Denice Grogan of Murray,
Mrs Collura. nee Caro/ya
C /win, was a 1986 graduate ef thirteen ounces, hole as Kea- cousin of the bride.
1e attendants were attired
Murray High School and attend' day. June 13, at 10:58 p.a. at
ad Murray State University. the ilurray-Calloway County in identical dresses of aqua tone
POWDERS
STOP SMOKING!
ge:rgette over taffeta. The
The new father is a WM grad- Hospital
98e
$2.98
floor
length
dresses were fashuate of Murray State University.
Pack of 50
Maternal grandparents an
Slze
Grandparents are Kr. and ioned with flowing skirts falling
Mrs. AudN Haynes of Majrneld ft in an empire waist banded
Route One and Mrs. Allie B. in sequins. The sleeves were
Bailey
of Paris, Tens. Mrs. Ed long and full. Crowning the cos
THE
Ward of Mayfield is a great tunic were three layered bows
designed by the bride's rn other.
grandmother.
Each attendant carried • nose• ••
eitatighkrk
j
l
14-oz. size
Timothy Edward is the same gay of very pale pink carnetASPIRIN
IIRA chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Carl i:ns.
Reg. 98e
' 1414
Richard
Up to 4 photographed at
Jones
Leeiburgh,
of
Duncan of Also for their baby
GROUPS: $1.00
...like no other boy,
extia per person.
weighing eight pounds four Florida, served as best man.
5 Grain
ounces, born on Monday, June Groomsmen were Robert Welln, at 11:11 pm. at the Murray- ing of Apopka. brother of the
PHOTOGRAPHER'S HOURC
groom, Horace Dinkins of MelCalloway County Hospital.
bourne,
Fla.,
Allen
and
Whitt12 P.M. To 3 P.M. —
The grandparents are Edward
Duncan of Dexter and Mr. and ington of Mt. Dora, Fla.
And
The riegbearer was Pierre
Mrs. Lava Cagle of Sedalia.
Sin 4 P.M. To 8 P.M.
• ••
Sever& Ft Lauderdale, Fla.,
cousin of the groom.
Sunday: I P.M. To 6 P.M.
The mikado bra. IOW red shape
for her daughter's wedding,
Is Imp bed ...Is at had
Mrs. Jones wore an aqua crepe
Wednesday, June 25 T hru
sepses lama. Dada poiseted
Surlday,..4une 29
dress with matching accessorby Pasay lack
ies. Her corsage was pink tea
BATTLE ISMI GUARDS
Is strap Mid Sill lw awed
hum. Down Potiorno sof 414
Mrs. Welling, mother of the
he et Woe INA es altallaL
CARACAS UPI - DiweNtral- groom. wore a light green prinMurray, Ky.
155 in ANL assenft
Ions by poillegilly actin Nadia- tess style dress with tea roses
Ala 911.
her-cprsage.
being
used
for
ts tined Ida Mao with the
ADVERTISED IN VONUII oatINISI pled WNW and
Trained to handle your most confident problems ...
13
MRS. TULIET DMZ
Trained to give you the best advice!!
Retools.;
pis ware WNW in Merida,
753-11111
a city NO des 19111548Caracas. Immediately following the
ceremony a receptioa was Ores
.•

-Atixt

Actor's plea:
don't smoke!

Vome•

a.

tir

Miss Martha Evalys Jones Exchanges
Wedding Vows With Jack R. Welling. u
Ceremony At Apopka Methodist Church

By Abigail Van Buren

pin

Jeffrey Humphreys
Honored At Party
On Fourth Birthday

• dP

New Concord Club
Hears Talk By
Honduras Visitor

r" •

6

$

•

Mothers!

assasKIRLILT:

•

Let Us Fill
Your Next

DRUGS

PRESCRIPTION

- 2 Registered
Pharmacists
to serve you ...
Peo.e,75.3-14b2
* Roy English
MURRAY KENTUCKY
* Byron Forbus
OPEN EVERY NIGHT FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Quaiity eau4d5"

%Vim=

POLIDENT

II HALEY'S MO
Q.

STANBACK

$1.09

NIKOBAN-

"
199

CEPACOL

Fi r.it

Pr
i :
r111
r
dix;
-,•

•

BIG 8x 10
LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

3

•

•

BAYER5

FEATURING THE FINEST ...
Shalimar - Arpege - My
Sumatra - Jungle Gardenia
- Tuvara - Evereve - Worth Elan - Casaque - Eccuson Tabu - Ambush - Chanel - Faberge - Love - Jean Nate' Moussel.
* MURRAY'S FINEST COSMETIC *
DEPARTMENT ... BEST COSMETICIANS

BEL-AIR SHOPPING
CENTER

•

I

t
.

•
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•
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Wall Street
Chatter

071410ert

rdelia Erwin Circle el
m's Society of Min:Es of the South Plea.
re United Methodist
it Monday, June II. at
7 o'clock in the evenchurch for its resider
sooting
irene Cooper opened
un by leading group
Lb Mrs. Olivese Erwin

r4OPIREPre
'tfiF

NEW YORK UPI - Tight money,

a lack of loanable funds, and
fears of a recession continue
to &ingrate the market, says
Spear & Staff. It adds that"the
worst element in the picture"
is the wide spread between money rates and stock yields, which
has been building im for several
years, partly because of inflation
psychology. If inflation is dampened, the spread will narrow,
the firm says, and either money
rates will come down or stocks
will go lower,

For Those Who Dote On Butterscotch Or Chocolate

20.

of the program was .
ristians Are the Min.
sp" and was led by
tr. The scripture realA. second chapter of
by Mrs. Cooper with
Mrs. Annie Lee Coop ib
Nine Cooper and Mrt

gave illustrations of
ione in the Muslim
Algeria.
nem session was meMrs. Imogene Pa•
the secretaries Orreports. Final plans
for serving the Lions
tr. on Suns 34.
up voted to buy a
drpr for the pary meeting will be a
meeting of the Cot'in and Blankenship
the Holiday Inn.
refreshments were
the seventeen memm. Brenda Erwin and
Erwin.
•••

Sy MN O'StRUYAN
wituaN it comes to favorite
VV flavors, chocolate and
butterscotch rate high.
•Chocolate stars in a
it tamer that makes a magnificent dessert for a gala
dinner. It. gains substance
from egg yolks, lightnese from
stiffly beaten whitea. richness
from whipped cream, firmness
tram unflavored gelatine
Combined with the chocolate.
each ingredient %arks its owls
particular magic to create a
deseert masterpiece
•Versatile chocolate also
is used for the kind of cookies
you can't keep in the jar—
they get eaten as fast as
they're baked. Creamy peppermint filling is sandwiched

d

P

between the cookies which are
% teaspoon salt
dark, crisp and have excellent
% cup water
keeping quality. You can store
3 eggs, separated
than for several weeks — not
1 6-ounce package (1
that they'll last that long.
cup) butterscotch•Butterscotch gives a
flavored morsels
new lift to an old favorite pie,
1% cups canned cooked
purnplcin. The two flavors are
pumpkin°
naturals together because but1 9-inch baked pastry or
terscotch captures the full
crumb pie dial
mellovineas of brown sugar,
Mix together gelatine, 1
which is a
dttiooa1 pump- tablespoon of the sugar, spices
kin pie
and salt In saucepan. Add
RUTTER&XflCB PUMPKIN about half the water and the
cIIIPTON PIE
blend well. Add reegg
m
1 envelope unflavored
water and place over
gelatine
low hest, stirring constantly,
until gelatine dineshres and
14 cup sugar, divided
mixture thickens slightly
1 teaspoon cinnamon
141 teaspoon each nutmeg (about 5 minutes). and ginger
Remove from
; stir in

RED ROCKETS GLARE—U.S. Marines fight to control an oil fire
that erupted when a
122rnm enemy rocket struck a Vietnamese oil tanker
in the Da Nang River. The tier
sank partially and the burning oil spread to
docks and the oil storage area.

YOUR
Orzo
SAYS:

••

'CHARCOAL

v Concord Seekers 4-H
: for their regular
neeting at the home
1 Mrs. Garvin Phillips
ey, June 12, at seven
the evening.
srrett called the meetler. Robert Brelsford
edge to the American
immy Jarrett led the

BUILDRRS OP PINS
MEMORIALS
Perim White - Manager
111 Maple St. 753-2512

Sale Price

LBS.

ope

Quick starting.
Hot burning. Hickory blended. 60-337-1

Quick start. Won't
flare up. 60-316-9

SPLASHING VALUES!

•
GARNISH Chocolate Mousse with •puff
of whipped cream, kumquat and almonds.

PF.PPERMINT flavors the cream filling
for crisp Chocolate Sandwich Cookies.

CHOCOLATE SANDWICH
b444001Panch-flavored morsels
DELIGHTS
until pioeitoth. stir in pumpkin.
1% cups firmly packed
Chill 30 minutes.
brown sugar
Beat egg whites until stiff
% cup butter
but not dry. Gradually add re2 tablespoons water
maining sugar and beat until
1 (12-ounce) package
very stiff. Fold in butter2 cups) semi-sweet
scotch-pumpkin mixture. Turn
chocolate morsels
Into pie shell Chill 2 hours or
2 eggs
'longer
3 cups sifted all-purpose
flour
If desired. garnish with
whipped cream and additional
114 teaspoon baking soda
morsels .
1 teaspoon salt
Peppermint Cream
'Note. Leftover pumpkin
Filling*
can be heated and served as a
'Combine sugar and butter
vegetable. somewhat 1 Ice
squash or mashed sweet po- In saucepan; place over moderate heat, stirring constantly
tato.

until butter is melted.
from heat Stir in water. Add
semi-sweet chocolate morsels
and stir until melted. Beat in
eggs.
Sift together remaining dry
ingredients and gradually add
to chocolate mixture, stirring
after sacks addition.
Drop by heaping teaspoonfulls onto greased
cookie
sheet.
Bake at 350*F for 8 to 10
minutes. Cool.
Sandwich each pair of cooktogether with a rounded
teaspoonful of
Peppermint
Cream Filling
This recipe makes approx-

MULTI-SPEED
16-inch
Sale Price
//97
Safety metal guard.
Carrying handle.
Completely enclosed
(.0 109-1

.?06RO;LASOUT
Multi-Speed
Sale Price

GIANT STEEL WALL POOL

66

Corrugated steel. wall construction! 8-it. diameter, 20"
deep. Holds 624 gallons Interlocking top with snap-on
vinyl coping. e3-475

10-ft. x 25-in. Pool. f.;4-h.e,

LOW
EASY
TERP6S

21.44

23"
/
Deluxe white safety guard. Wood
grain control
panel. Easily
moved from one
room to another.
so-113-1

Convenient Shelf

•

11

tut107"1

FLIP
AND
FILL

POOL

10
LOR
IT

41T: 21 Per
per

•

SREEZE Dog

BRIQUETTES

Qt.

•

Sbsee ISM

Murray Marble
Works

SLIMMER
SAVINGS

CHARCOAL .

MEM
sal. Price

;!

Losers have outnumbered gainers by a wide margin in every
session so far this month, striking evidence of the deeply overkid condition of the market,
E. F. Hutton & Co. says. Even
if he market is headed lower,
the firm notes, "it is difficult
to vLsualize this happening
without an intervening technical

Standard & Poor's Corp. feels
the business outlook, while sobering, has probably been discounted to an important extend by
the decline in stock prices to
date. Most likely, the firm says,
better opportunities for broadscale buying will be presented
within the fairly near future.

to our
Come

Concord Club
Talk By
sras Visitor

unningham read the
Cindy Williams led is
net Newberry called
ith five members, two
oe junior leader, and
tan answering.
ere made for a 'katJeannie Jarrett told
trip to Fontana. Jam
introduced Francisfrom Honduras who
roup about his coiss.
Is like, and said the
in Spanish.
ients were served.

rally to correct some of the market oversoldness that now exists." This rally may well be enexpectedly vigorous, the firm
believes,

Metal Wall

No assembling! Flip open & fill with
_water. Permanently attached blue
flourescent liner. 5' x 12". 63-475-2

7413
24" DELUXE
RIGID WADING POOL or Sand Box
6-Ft Flip and
Fill Pool.

61 4.,

a'T

—

Sale
Price

9.99

3.. GRILL
for Easier
Outdoor
Cooking

5-ft. round. Seamless polyethylene that can be folded for
storage. Holds 140 gallons.
Marine design inside. 63,1474-9_
45- Round Rigid Pool. or Sand Box. 61 44 )1
person
firstly

••

•4.
6 P.M.

aYs.June 29

•

Nestle
BUTTERSCOTCH MORS171.14 slip easily into the chiffon pie mixture to melt and bawd
beautifully with the pumpkin flavor. They also dot a ring of whipped cream topsider.

imately 4 dozen cookies.
PEPPERMINT CREAM
FILISNG
3 cups of sifted confectioners' sugar. divided
cup soft butler
% teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon peppermint
extract
14 cup milk or light cream
Combine 1 cup of the sugar,
latter, salt and peppermint
Street; beat until light and
allay. Mend in remaining
IOW alternately with milk
-MUMS
Iaivelope unflavored
-

emsetor.Ars

gelatine
24 cup sugar. divide-1
14 cup water
1 (6-ounce) package
(1 cup) semi-sweet
chocolate morsels
4 eggs, separated
1 teaspoon vanilla
14 teaspoon salt
1 cup heavy cream,
whipped
Combine unflavored gelatine, 14 cup of the sugar and
water in saucepan. Pleat over
low heat, stiffing sista NO-

114611Fied.
UM -mid. Miele
winksweet • sibeeliste
,

•

morals and continue stirring
until ilissolved Remove from
heat.
Beat in egg yolks and vanUla.
Beat spg whites and salt
until alif Silt not. dflr. Gradually add remaining sugar;
beat until very stiff. Fold in
chocolate mixture throughly;
then fold in whipped cream.
Spoon into dealiert dishes.
Chill until firm.
If desired, garnish with additional whipped cream, kumquats and • sprinklisgt
toasted almonds Serves R.

Inflatable vinyl.
27" x 66". 0.490
30" x 76" Air Mattress.
61-490- 3
1.57

Sale Price

• Chrome Plated
Spit & Grids
• Perma-lift

2.44

AIR MATTRESS SWIM RINGS
Sale
Price

60-319-1

Grid Positioner
• Steel Bottom

carton

Tray

Sole Price

• UL Approv rzrric.otor

530

•

20-in. vinyl. Marine & Animal
designs. 63-464-4.-6

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9..9 Friday And Saturday
-- 9-6 Monday muisdoy
-. 1-6 Sunday

Tackle; Box
Sole 158'
Price
Seamless Steel. Cantilever tray. 52-500I -Troy Plastic Box.
62403-2
1.99

Minnow Bucket
and Dip Net
Both
41:6
For
2-pc. 10-qt. floating
bucket & clip net
62-212-3/174-i
•

.

•

•

•
•

A

dr

.

•-

•
•

•
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Palmer Sets Course Record In
Pro-Am At Cleveland Open

slugged Baltimore, 11-4 Oak• se
•
limb downed Kansas City, 3-1,
•
itter
sad Boston and Cleveland split
By PETS ALFAND
a
.
. a&
a Mei-night doubleheader, the
UPi Sports Writer
beibas winning, 7-3, after dropHank Aaron let Nubia,
decision.
League pitchers in on a little ping a 3-1
Howard
Frank
and Del Unser
secret Wednesday night. The
three-run homers to lift the
only trouble is they've knows hit
record with a 32-32-64 Wednes- Sikes and Gardner Dickinson.*
Senators over the Orioles. HowBy STEVE MORROW
it for the past le years.
da
meynt.
in the Open's pro-am tourna22nd homer in the
And along with always threat.aam not a pitty-pat hitter," ard bit lihs
first inning and Unser connectCLEVELA
ND
ening U-Otdoans Jack Nicklaus
UPI
Arnold
his
Sikh
said
after
Aiston
his
•
NEW YORK UPI - Richie Alba
ed - for kis third in the sevenThe one-time king of the big and Tom Weiskopf, other conPalmer, the forgotten man of
tine homer had lad Atlanta and th, for
Brad Taylor who plays ter
the decitive nut.
remained **finitely
the PGA tour for more than a three and perennial top money tenders for top honors here inPj Niek.ro to' a 5-3 victory
Tigers
of
the
Park Lege
Pb.
Rich Reese singled with tem today with Ramer Bob=
showed the clude recent U. S. Open chamyear, teed off early in the $ll0,- winner on the to
over Los Angeles and moved the
ape pitched a perfect sum es
old Palmer touch - a slow start pion Orville Moody,current Mas000
Cleveland
Open
today,
Braves a half-game in front of out in the eighth inning te istEsting that the $75,,(10440,111r
hayednesday. Jun* lg. weft*
score Tony Oliva with the de- slugger will be rdednIMIM edIll
National League
ing transformed himself over- and a fast charge at the end. ters titleholder George Archer,
the Dodgers in the N. L.'s West- -the Twins.
ciding run as the Twins edged the Philadelphia PM.,'Nadir
last
Wedoesckiy, the charge lasted and the year's leading money
night into a top favorite.
ten Doriaitta,
No
player
en
Hie
Twins
Angels and held on to first my gr000d rules."
W. L Pet. G$
Palmer shattered the course It holes. Palmer double-bogeyed winner Gene Littler.
Aaron's homer came off start- the
reached
first base thne
team
46 26 .848
Skinner's ultimatum came aft- Chicago
the first hole, then played the
er Claude Osteen., and it was/ place in the Western Division.
Stiff competition can also bea,
Oliva singled with two out, er Allen declared Wedeesday that New York 38 79 .567 5% ugheut the entire name old,
rest of the 6,661 yard Aurora counted on from several players al
his 19th of the season. Aaron
Tigers
won.
164.
the
took
second
on
a
wild
pitch
and
96 35 .507 934
he is "through with the Phillieo Pitts.
Country Club course in eight currently going strong such as
is now five behind Jinuny Fox.
SL Louis
34 36 .486 11
who holds the No. 4 spot on scored when Reese, who had until they trade me."
under par.
Dale Douglass, winner of last
driven in a run with a sacri27 39 .409 16
the all-tune borne run list.
"I tried to cooperate with him Phila.
Deane Beman, Chi Chi Rod- week's Kemper Open in Charfice
fly,
the
in
first
inning.
Montreal
19
48
.284
2434
Niekre, who was touched for
and we had a good thing going,"
R ES ING COMFORTABLY
riguez, and Jim Colbert also lotte, N. C. and others who have
*tested sharply to right.
West
10 hits including Willie Davis'
said Skinner, who suspended Allmastered the par 70 course in been challengers and winners
Score
Five
Runs
W. L. Pet. Gil
sixth homer of the season, nev-1
the pro-am, all scoring 66.
In recent weeks like Deane BeThe Indians took advantage en when the slugger failed to show Atlanta
41 28 .594 —
ertheless became the first ma-1
CLEVELAND UPI - Milt Mor•
Foursomes lad by Doug Ford rrien, Bert Yancy, Lee Trevino,
of four bases-loaded walks to up br Tuesday night's double- Los Ang.
40
28
.588
%
jot league pitcher to win 12
in, Cleveland's all - pro tight
and Charley Sifford carded 54 Tom Shaw, Bob Murphy,. Tony
score five runs in the third inn- header with the New York bets. Cincinnati
35 29 .547 334
games this season as he upped
to take the best ball tourney. Jacklin, and Bruce Crampton.
ing of their second game vie- "I thought he was in a good San Fran. 36 33 .522 5 end, was reported resting comhis record to 12-5.
fortably today after Wednesday's
Defending champion Dave Stotory,over the Red Sox. Boston frame of mind. But he's not com- Houston
Victory here, however, isn't
38
36
314 534
elsewhere In NI.
back surgery on a herniated disc.
took the opener as Sonny Sie- ing tact unless he comes back San Diego 26 49 347 18
NEW YORK UPI - According ckton, who won the title with expected to be easy.
In other National League bert
Morin will be lost to the Browns
pitched a three-hitter, Ito- under my ground rules.
Although there are some pros
to former heavyweight champion a 276 last year at Lakewood
games natiladelptua defeated
"He has got to get over this
until mid-season.
meted and doubled.
Wednesday's Results
Joe Louis, Cassius Clay need Country Club, had a bad back who seem to feel that the 271
New York,_ in 10 innings, Si.
lamp
of his," Skinner contin- Chicago 5 Pittsburgh 2
Tomma. Davis doubled in one
not bother getting back in the that forced him to drop out of fired by Dickinson in 1967 for
Louis swept Mont/pal, 8-1 and
run and scored another on a ued. "I've got to worry about St. Louis 8 Montreal 1, la
ring-he is no match for Joe the pro-am. He vowed he would his winning score here will be
8-3, Cincinnati beat ,San Diego,
wild pitch as the Pilots scored the rest of my ball chap. Even St. Louis 8 Montreal 3, and
good enough again, many more
Frazier, the current champ in play today.
4-0. Chimat topped Pittsburgh.
all their runs in the first inn- though he can win us some gain- Phlla 8 New York 5, 10 iipcs.
FREE AGENTS SIGN
Other defending champions sh- are predicting the winning score
5-2. and Hooston edged San ing
en route to their triumph
I've
got a lot of the younger Atainta 5 Los Angeles 3
ooting Mr the $22,000 first place will be closer to 280, or par for
Francisco. 3-2.
over the .White Sox.
ballplayers on my ball club to Cincinnati 4 San Diego 0
included Dan Sikes, R. H. 72 holes.
run-515C-arver, who went 6"Frazier
is
strong
too
money
for
Tommy Harper walked and worry about."
SAN DIEGO UPI -Cornerbacks
Houston 3 San Francisco 2
for-7 for the double header. was forced
everybody
,"
Louis
said
Wednesat second by Woke
Tottay's Probable Pitchers
John Quinn, general manager
Dave Plump of Fresno State Coho s' two-run homer ip a, five
day. "Clay has been out too)
egan. Wayne Corner walked of the Phillies, said Tuesday
All Timm EDT
llege and Jerry Montiel of Colo- long. It
run fourth inning
the first
would be no contest."
fore, Davis doubled in Hegan night that he would back StrainPhiladelphia, Jackson 74 at rado State University were signgame and scored the tie-breakLouis, announcing he has entand Corner scored on Gus Girs er all the way.
New York, Cardwell 2-7, 2 p. ed Wednesday as free agents
ing run in the eighth inning of
ered in the chain restaurant busm.
by the San Diego Chargers of the iness with former
the nightcap as le Cardinals saerifice fly. Darts scored the
boxer Billy
third
run
on
Paul
Edmondson
St.
Loots,
's
Bolles
at
6-5
Mom
American Football League.
PLAYERS TRADED
swept Montreal.
Conn, said Frazier also could
wild pitch.
tread.- itelteirtima-1-4 or Reed
- Bob Gibson posted his 10Lh
beat Jimmy Ellis, recognized
Jim Hunter, pitched a no-hit2-1, 4 wig.
victory in the opener and Jim
by the World Boxing Associta
.. Grazo went the route for the ter for 6 2-3 innings before
NEW YORK UPI Linebacker
RIVAL COACHES
tion as the heavyweight
Pittsburgh, 'Ellis 4-7 at Chisecond' game victory for St. needing relief help from Rote Ralph Heck and tackle JoeSzcke"Frazier would break him in
Selma 7-3 or Reynolds
cago,
-lie
Fingers
in
the
Athletics'
Louis.
co have been traded by the Atlantwo," Louis said. "Ellis can't
The Esmos pulled off t h e victory over the Royals. Sal ta Falcons to the New York Giants 04, 2:30 p. m.
Los Angeles, Singer 8-6 at At- TAMPA, Fla., UPI - Ara Par- stand the pressure in the dog.
second triple play of the ma-' Bando doubled in the first Oak- in exchange for two draft picks in
seghian of Notre Dame and Paul Frazier is the best heavyweight
jor league season tuid the 'first land run in the first inning and 1969. Both menplayedunderNorb lanta. Pappas 4-7, 8 p. m.
`iou can pay less for Fly
San Francisco, Bolin 3-4 at Dietzel of South Carolina will be in boxing today."
the
As
scored
a
pair
of
unin their history in the second
Bait you can pay more
Hecker, former head coacholthe Cincinnati. Cloninger 4-9, 8 p. the rival coaches in the second
earned
runs
on
Royals'
errors
000rg of the second game.
you caq..buy it colored
Falcons who is now deteeshe m.
American
annual
Bowl
College
to
decide
the
ACQUIRE LINEBACKER
game.
Ninth Semen Vktory
blue, red, yellow or
coach for the Giants.
games
scheduled
Only
football
All-Star
game,
Jan.
3,
Ferguson Jenkins alsurled a
pink, but why take a
Friday's Games
1970.
two-hater for his ninth victory
chance? If you hay* a
St. Louis at Chicago
of the season as leagoeheading
PHILADEL
PHIA UPI - The PhSORTS TELECAST
Fly problem outside. use
Sao
Fran
Cin.,
at
twanight
2,
Chicago won its 12ta • savanna
iladelphia Eagles acquired linePittsburgh at New York, nigh
S home over the Pirates.
backer Jim Carroll from the
Philo at Montreal, night
NEW YORK UPI -, Joe Fra- Washington Redskins Wednesday
Atlanta at Houston, night
RictlYffIt.Ito rig:Ler1
•
zier's
conquest of Jerry Quarry in a trade for tackle Jim Norton.
Ang
Los
at
San Diego, night
tit homer of the sealeon, goethe
will be shown on ABC's Wide Carroll previously played for the
Gray hos off Jeoltral.
World of Sports 5-6:30 p.m. Sat- New York Giants, while Norton
GUARANTEED
American League
urday.
Also on the taped telecast saw past National Football LeaEast
baj
mu:r
s=
c
ed
Fly Bait
:or
W. L. Pct, GB sill be the NCAA tennis cham- gue action with the San Francisco
M To
ftkh
Baltimore
ionships held last week at Prin. Forty-Niners and the Atlanta Fat52 20 .7=
%jcc4•01e
Boehm 2 45 al .594 9% don, N. .1.
1C°11S.
Wit
nerves Just aren't as steady at Detroit
110 le .re 11 h
By DAVID MOFFIT
35 38 .479 1T%
57 as they were 30 years ago. Wash.
Dave Watkins. who tied the •
UPI Sports Writer
You can't make that putter cla New York
game in the eighth inning with ,
34 39 .466 18%
Cleveland
26 42 .382 24
his first major league homer.
ATLANTA UPI• - Seemingly; what you want it to."
West
tripled and socred the winning ageless Sam Snead doesn't want' But Sam thinks he may have
W. L. Pct. GB
a
solution.
ran on Jonany
That's
why
he's
been.
nogie to tank about the day when he
38 30 559
• the 10th as the Phillies ral- will finally have to leave the facing his line of putt and swing- Minn.
555
ing his putter with a wide stance
lied to beat the Mets.
professional goU trail.
Seattle
31 37 456 7
Al Weis and Cleon Zone-s
Shwas, there's still a lot of !Ike a pendulum.
30 38 .455
drove in two runs apiece for mono. to.to made out there;,even
"It works , it really dues," Chicago
Kan
C
27 41 397 11
aim York.
Snead
insists.
"I can make those! cal&
for a fellow who's 57 years old,
23 43 .348 14
George Culver and Wayne only plays when
he feels like it 8 to 10 footers that way that h
Granger combined for. a „Oro and has a
"bad case of the putt- can't make putting the old way."1BostonW"ftesda
3 CleverasndRes
Lultlsst
hitter and Alex Johnson hit his
Snead, the West Virginian who, Cleveland 7
nig
Y11)6."
Boston 3. 2nd
10th homer of the mason as
"Sure, I'm going to have tc has won more tournaments over Wash 11 Baltimore 8
the Reds sent tbe Padres down
three decades than anyone else, Detroit 8 New York 1
hind'em up one of these days
to the nth/straight loss.
lam or stammer .said, 'But, doesn't travel the PGA tour reg-i Oakland 3 Kan City 1
srhstre th0 hurry? I don't like to Warty, but shows up now and then. Seattle 3 Chicago 1
think about the day I'll retire. Anyway, you never knowwhen you Minn 3 California 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
It's 'been my life for so long._ might pick up a few bucks.
American,, League
All Times SOT
Well, I tust don't like to thank
Purses Were Small
Kansas City, Nelson 4-6 at
about it."
By JOS CAaN1CIELLI
Oakland, Dobson 8-5, 4:30 p.
The question came up during
Micite.y Lolich lust hopes he
Although the $10,000 Snead has
Minnesota, Kaat 7-8 at Call.
can keep his cool_ ..weather, the second round of last week's
Kemper Open at Charlotte, N.C., made so far this year may not fornia, McGlothlin 5-8, 4 p m.
that is.
Cleveland, McDowell 9-6 or
Lohch. who has been
Snead had moved into the seem much by today's stanciards,
to falter in the hot summera early lead with a 36-hole total of it's not bad when you consider Pins 2-2 at Boston, Jarvis 3-3
months. had a cool. rainy might s-under-par -I36 pretty good for a the kind of dough Sam was being 1:30 p. m.
Chicago, Horlen 4-7 at Sein Detroit Wednesday and made . man who was playing for pay be. paid tack when he was on top,
Get this: In 1937, Snead's first attle, Brabender 4-5, 11 p. m.
the most uf a. Detroit's World,fore most of Meunier contestants
New York, Stottlemyre 9-6 at
year as a touring pro, he was
Series hero pitched a siz-Tatter.were even boma,
as the Tigers drtibbed the .14evr
third on the money list with Detroit, Wilson 6-8, 9 p. m.
Only games scheduled
York Yankees. GA. for .1..olich's
110,243. Two years later, 30
Hat Hides Baldness
Fridays Games
nir.th victory io la &Cisterns and.
years ago, he won four tournaChicago at Oakland, night
is seventh in a -row; •
; Snead, oil° cihein't look any. ments, was in the top 10 in a
Seattle at California, night
-As long SS winter htaaa
where 'near his age as lohg as dozen others and was the No. 2 Minn. at
Kan City, night
should be alataltht said 1-01-1e1h;he keeps his . familiar straw
money-winner - with $9,712.
hat
Lolicli struck- out - 13 batters [awed joys,. was in fine hhei
"That's the big difference bet- New York at Cleveland, night
k
Detroit at Baltimore, night
as run his total to 41 Le the "I know
I don't have any more ween when got started and now," I, Boston at Wash.,
Last three games and gave UD
night
chance of winning thana snowball said Snead. "The big money has
anly an unearned non
UM in -hen,
" he
.4 but, if / really brought 'em out of
the woo..
third inning. Norm Cash and
di. The young golfers weren't
Jim Northrop hit solo homers ever lick these putting nerves willing
to take their chances back
to back Mickey's performance. of mine, I can still win me some in
the '30s when they had to come
Elsewhere, Seattle
edged tourfantents."
Snead says his problem is close to winning or leave town
Chicago, 3-1. Minnesota shaded
California. 2-2. Washington out- common to golfers his age. 'The broke.
"This tournament the Kemper
STOP IN FOR A FREE GIFT,
TREATS FOR
'
THE KIDS, AND START
pavs $30,000 to the winner. I had
been playing professionally for
YOUR ROMA WARE SALA
D SET!
more than a dozen years before
I won that much in an entire
year."
Despite his brilliant record, a
half dozen younger golfers have
Be sure to register for one of the following:
NEW YORK UPI - The lowalready won more money than
awaited meeting between pr.ii
ead and, as be says, "with
football Commissioner Pete Hoz1st PRIZE
ttoiay's purses, the youngsters
100 GALLONS OF GASOLINE
elle and retired New York Jets
e moving UP fast"
quarterback -Joe Namath will be
2nd PRIZE
50 GALLONS OF GASOLINE
held today, Money Socked Away
•
Namath quit the Jets June 6
3rd - 7th PRIZE _ _ _ OIL CHANGE &
after hozelle's ultimatum that
LUBRICATION
cloiat let him fool you. Namath sell his interest in a
•
8th
12th
PRIZE
Snead parlayed what he has woo New York City nightclub or be
CAR WASH
Into a pretty good pile. He's suspended. The two men have
•
• got a bundle of investments and not spoken to each
•
•
other, either
1
1:
nobody's going to have to support in person or by phone, since
•
• him when he can't make it around then.
•
• the golf course.
•
• "I don't really know why 1 who's caddied for me a
F :Fara
lot, said:
•
•
"What are you worrying about
• keep on playing in these tourna•
r_
• malts," Snead said. "Pride and Mr. Sam? How many of those
.4•
•
leor...ry".:-.
k
• that old competitive spirit, 1 other fellows you used to play
•.
••
--..... •
against are still out here?"
guess.
•
-.mom
grumbling abefit the Only Sam Snead can say how
much longer he'll keep it up ea wa my game was going recent- Ian
11
d he's not thinking about U.
ly -- ntil my caddy an old fellow
National League
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Perfect Game

Lows Says Clay
Is No Match
For Joe Frazier
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Slammin' Sam Snead Plans
To Be Around A Long Time
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ROBERTS OIL CO.
ANNOUNCES AN

EN HOUSE
JUNE 21, 18 & 19
AT

SOUTHSIDE PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION

quipped
.

•
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ANNOUNCEMENT

•
DR. RONALD L. BABB ANNOUNCESI
:
The Opening of His
•
General Dentistry Office
at
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
By Appentui
. ent only

SOUTH 12th ST. & GLENDALE RD.
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Polluck _Capper
You Can Serve
To Drop-Ins

Gardner Dickinson.*
ig with always threatHMIs Jack Nicklaus
Weiskopf, other contop honors here init U. S. Open chain• Moody,current MasAder George Archer,
rear's leading money
is Littler.
npetition can also begi.
from several players 11
going strong such as
lass, winner of last
mper Open in Char. and others who have
engers and winners
weeks like Deane BeYancy, Lee Trevino,
, Bob Murphy,. Tony
Id Bruce Crampton.
here, however, isn't
be easy.
there are some pros
to feel that the 271
lickinsrn in 1967 for
score here will be
t again, many more
ing the winning score
ser to 280, or par for

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
HEN unexpected guests
drop in close to the dinner hour what do you do? Set
another place at the table and
whip up a potluck supper.
You may be able to expand
your main dish. For example,
hamburgers for 4 can be
stretched into Little Meat
Loaves for 6. But if you can't
stretch the main dish, set it
aside and whip up something
else. As today's recipes indicate, canned goods are handy
to have in an unexpected-guest.
emergency
IATTLE MEAT LOAVES
6 French rolls
1 pound ground beef
/
1
2 cup chopped onion
'4 cup chopped green
pepper
1 egg
1 tablespoon pickle relish
14 teaspoon salt
La teaspoon pepper
1 (8 ounce) can tomato
sauce with cheese
Cut slice from top of each
roll; scoop out centers. (Save
bread crumbs for meat loaf,
casserole garnishes, dressings.
etc.)
In skillet brown ground
beef; pour off fat. Stir in onion, geeen pepper, egg, pickle
relish, salt, pepper and
cup
tomato sauce with cheese.
Fill rolls with meat mixture;
bake at 350 F. for 30 minutes.
Heat remaining tomato
-aluce with cheese; serve Over
rolls.
Serves 6.

W

k

BAIT

GINAL
IT AN 17NEXPECTED GUEST turns up. you can stretch

'y Bait

hamburgers for 4 into hearty Little Meat Loaves to serve 8.

Day :ess for Fly
pay more —
'buy
buy it colored
ed, yellow or

ut why take a
? If you have a
item outside. use

Serves 4 to 6.
ROAST-BEEF RASH
CASSEROLE
1 (12 ounce) can roast.
beef hash
14 cup butter or margarine
1 cup sharp Cheddar
cheese
Dash of Worcestershire
1 egg white, stiffly beaten
Spread roast - beef hash in
shallow casserole.
Cream butter; mix in cheese
and Worcestershire, and then
the egg white.
Spoon over hash in casserole.
Bake in preheated hot oven
425 F. for 15 minutes or until
puffy. Serves 4

Hat Makers
Are On A
Knit Binge
By PATRICIA MCCCiRMACK

MURRAY, KINTUCEY
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Latin American networks would

join later.

Low Budget Atha

Entertain:mit
Shorts

Wyatt's First Glue

•••

Kennedy Stars
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI) —
PELLA, Iowa (UPI) — Wyatt
In 'False Walsers'
Amilcar Tirado's low budget for
Earp, famed western mamba',
was given his first gun at the
producing a prize-winning film
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
—
did not include enough funds
Oscar Winner George Kennedy age of 11 when he lived in Pella.
for him to pick up his special
His childhood home still is
will star in "False Witness" at
Palasce Signal
award at the Job Film awards
standing.
MGM.
banquet in New York City.
So those who worked with
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
him on the film, "Indian Heritage." produced for the Com- Jack Palance was signed by promonwealth of Puerto Rico, ducer Hal Landers to co-star
chipped in and bought the pro- with Lee Marvin and Jeanne
Moreau in "Monte 'Walsh" for
ducer a round trip ticket.
The competition was spon- Cinema Center Films.
C..
sored by the American Foundation on Automation and EmLatin American TV
ployment to encourage greater
production and distribution of
films dealing with the socioeconomic problems of minority
MEXICO CITY (UPI) — Forgroups.
mation of a Latin American .
* * *
television network will begin this,
year,
according
to
Paul
THEY MADE THE HAVANA "SCENIC TOUlt"—In New York
Otamendi, President of the
Up the Ladder
after a polite but "very desperate" tall Negro gunman skyVenezuelan television network.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
jacked their Trans World Airlines jetliner and forced it to
Michael Payne, a mail boy at Otamendi said cooperation in
fly to Havana. Cuba, with 87 persons aboard, three of the
Riming
television
series,
already
20th Century-Fox, will appear
crew members talk,to_newsmen. They are .
1 from left Capt.
in
effect
between
Venezuela and
in a featured role in "Run
George Behnke. pilot, and hostesses Jan Lamer, Toppa, Md .
Mexico,
would
spread
to
ArShadow Run"for the studio.
and Nan Schwakger. St. Paul, Minn. The plane was en
gentina this year, and that other
route

NEW YORK UPI - The nation's
hat makers string along with the
knit binge headed fashion's way
for fall and winter.
Knitted clothes will be at their
most plentiful in any fashion
season. The same for the knitted
head coverings, ranging from
little skull huggers to berets
pressed flat and worn angled
to back, side or front.
Many knitted hats are the novelty type but practical. Take a
stitched jersey, knitted - look
green helmet with green plastic
visor, seen at the Millinery InS.VIETHAM
stitute of America show forthillo
.••
nation's fashion writers in New
A SHAU
York.
7--1•4
VALLEY
.••••
Buttoned around the neck, it 111
Wine,
keeps out drafts. The visor will
help keep solids in air pollution
from blowing into eyes, forehead
and cheeks.
ABANDON "HAMBURGER HILL" — Map spots "Hamburger
The millinery show came at
Hill," evacuated by U.S. paratroopers a week after the
midpoint in a nine-day fashion
3,000-foot-high mountain was captured at the cost of 50
event sponsored by American
Americans killed and 300 wounded.
designers group and the New
York Couture Business Council.
Tn the fashion season ahead,
with hemlines ranging from mini
to midi to maxi, seers at the
LMillinery Institute offered this
guideline: "The longer the skirt
the higher the hat."
It follows that since many females will cling to short skirts
most of the time, the small,
sleek hat will be the shape most
favored.
Most fabulous and loaded with
status: The fur hats. Not only
In mink but in a world of newfangled furs like lynx, broadtail,
fox, stencilled lapin and other
pelts the fur hats make news.
The bigger the brim, the more
fashionable the fur hat. This
makes the conventional fur hat
of a season ago look outdated.
Millinery makers continue to
advance evening hats. Some looked like a headdress - befurredor
befeathered or bejeweled.
"It is the gtop, look and pay
attention hat that can make any
woman stand out in a room crowded with uncovered and undistinguished heads," the institute said.

from Oakland, Calif., to New York,

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES

stA

A complete line. America's quality-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,

tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
004ARKto 36
..000 pounds.
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Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901/479-2517

ROAD BUILDERS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 East Calhoun St.—Mempho, Tennews•
Hoghway Si, SOuth —Um*** Cdy. Tervn•ssee
Hosphway 45, South — Conn*, Mississappi
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108 EAST

Hunt-Wesson Foods
CANNED CORNED BEEF makes the "crust" for a potluck pie that's easy to whip up. The
"filling" teams elbow macaroni with flavorful spices and canned tomato Sallee with cheese

CORNED BEEF AND
MACARONI PIE
1 12 ounce) can corned
beef
'4 cup chopped onion
Li teaspoon prepared
horseradish
12 teaspoon prepared
mustard
1 egg
1 18 ounce t can tomato
sauce with cheese
4 ounces elbow macaroni.
cooked and drained
• I cup shredded process
American cheese
.
1 cup evaporated milk
1 teaspoon basil
teaspoon salt
4 thin slices process
American cheese. cut
diagonally In. _half
Combine corned beef, onion,
horseradish, mustard, egg and
can tomato sauce with

•

SOLINE
SOLINE
;ATION
WASH

TOMATO SAUCE with mushroom spark" rice and luncheon
meat skillet. Round out menu with beans, vegetable relishes

%

MEAT AND RICE SKILLET
cup bottled Italian salad
dressing
1 112 ounce ) can luncheon
meat, cubed
1 cup chopped onion
1 clove garlic. crushed
1% cups water
III cups packaged precooked rice
3 tablespoons sliced
stuffed green Olives'
I tablespoon dried parsley
flakes
I (8 ounce; can tomato

sauce with mushrooms
Grated Parmesan cheese
In a large skillet heat salad
dressing. Add meat; brown
lightly. Stir in onion and garlic; cook until tender: Add
water; bring to a boil. Stir in
rice, olives and parsley.
Remove- skillet from heat
and cover. Let stand about 5
minutes.'Stir in tomato sauce
with mushrooms IVhsiat until
steaming Sprinkle cheese over
top.
Serves 4

cheese Pat evenly and firmly
over bottom and sides of 9inch pie pan.
Mix macaroni and cheese:
pour into meat shell.
Combine remaining tomato
sauce with cheese, milk, basil
and salt; pour over macaroni.
Bake at 350 F. for 40 minutes. Garnish with cheese
slices
Serves 5 to 6.
CURRIED CRAB
2 (5 to 7 ounces each)
cans crabmeat
1 teaspoon salt
I to 2 tablespoons curry
powder
6 tablespoons vegetable
or olive oil
1 onion, cut in thin rings
% cup chopped green
pepper
4 medium tomatoes, cut
.
in eighths
Hot cooked rice
Flake crabmeat in bowl. Mix
with salt and curry powder.
Heat oil in large heavy skillet. Add onion rings and pepper Saute. Add.tomatoes and
crakneat. Chok and stir occasionally # to 5 minutes or until
heated through.
Serve on hot rice.

Saturday

ON THE COURT SQUARE
Pianos & Organs
Wurlitzer & Yamaha

Win
Victory
over

Guitars & Amplifiers
Gibson -Fender-Yamaha- Univox
Custom & Many Others

Arthritis
Support
THE ARTHRITIS
FOUNDATION

Car Tape Cartridges
Plus Car Tape Playersecords - Sheet Music Guitar Accessories
OWNED 8. OPERATED BY
WES RUDOLPH
BORN 8. RAISED IN KENTUCKY

START

II

SOUTH ST.

WHY SEND YOUR MONEY TO MICHIGAN
OR OTHER STATES,KEEP YOUR
MONEY AT HOME WHERE IT WILL DO THE
MOST GOOD

Wherever you move . . .
Call the Welcome
Wagon hostess.
She will bring her basket
of gifts and friendly
greetings from civic and
business neighbors of
the community.

ALSO WE WON'T INSULT OUR GOOD CUSTOMERS
WITH THREATENING LETTERS LIKE THE BIG
COMPANIES DO

DRIVE A LITTLE & SAVE A LOT

I CONVENIENT

TERMS I

77:
(
144
Linda Adinaii
Phone 753-2378 ;
-44 10

Grand Opening Prizes FREE TV,
Guitar & Many Other Items

Register Friday & Saturday
DRANtN0 Saturday 6 P.M.
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Disposal
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casa area. Some disease organconvoys reaching the camp Men. isms live in the soil for many
S
'ars, thus the area is infective
day mad Tuesday.
other
animals
for several
Weal reports said Americas to
and Booth Vietnamese dive years.
In accordance with Kentucky
hemelmers artillery salves and
helicopter gunships helped the Law (JCRS 257) it is the owners
greeruesent troops brink the responsibility to dispose of dead
Ceminumist resistance to their animals within forty-eight hours
after the carcass M found. The
epserhes4 into Bea Het.
elms in during the law prescribes that all carcasses
Ili& with 160 tons of bombs of domestic animals which haite
they limped on the North Viet- died or have been destroyed on
- r@ troops who have new account of any disease, except
wilholood more than BO such those destroyed on account of EASTERN GETS AGRICULTURE BUILDING-The award of a $253,950 contuberculosis and slaughtered us- tract to James R. Leake, Inc., Richmond, for construction of an Agriculture
seids in their 51-day sings.
Classroom, Laboratory and Shop Building at Eastern Kentucky University, RichU.& Army pilots reported bur der the supervision of the State
Veterinarian
representsor
his
mond, as shown in this architect's drawing, has been announced by Coy. Louie B.
ins at least 35 North Vistasmese in two gunship strikes tive, shall be disposed of by: Nunn, Completion is expected by Dec. 18, 1969.
within three miles of Ben Het, (a) Complete cremation of the
but the Communist forces show- entire carcass and all of its
ed no signs Wednesday of eas• parts and products; (b) Boiling
1 US 2-4 230-260 lbs 52400-24.50;
ins artillery attacks that have the carcass and all of its parts
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.50-24.00;
laid more than 5,000 rounds in- and products in water or heatSOWS:
(ContinO•4
From Page One)
to the camp Sine* May 6.
ing it with steam at a temperUS 1-2 210-350 lbs 320 75-21.50:
Militarysources say the daily ature above boiling, continously Creek swept away their home Federal State Market News US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20 00-20 75,
shelling attacks since May 6 for two hours or more, or; (c) near Petroleum.
Service 8-2149 Kentucky Pur- us 2-3 450-850
lbs $19 00-20.00.
have killed 34 persons inside Burying in a hole not less than
Disaster applications will be chase Area }leg Market Report
SULKY DACHSHUND—Puppchen gets all the attention at the Mid-American Raceways auto
the camp and wounded 90, of four feet deep, in an area which accepted at the SBA's regional Includes 10 Buying Stations.
track in Wentzville, /do., as he trots around wearing a-carviage rig designed to relieve
which 13 dead and 36 wounded is away from a stream, cistern, office in Louisville
• ruptured disc in his back Puppchen's owner is Arthur Van de Erve.
Receipts 825 Head, Barrcws and
were American. It was not clear pond well, spring, public highThe administration reports 40 Gilts, Fully 50 cents Higher;
whether civilian dependents of way, residence or stable. After homes with major damage, 20 ows,
Steady to 25 cents high- Indian Fish Exports
the mercenaries, who receive the carcass is placed in the hole homes with minor damage, and icy.
NEU DELHI (UPI) - India
$43 a week and can quit any- the abdomen and chest cavities 20 businesses with damage run- US 2-3 200-280 lbs
525.00-25.50, earned 825 million in export of
time, were among the casualt- shall be opened wide their en- ning from major to minor. It
Few 12 $25.75: fish produce in 196-.68.
ies.
tire length and the entire car- is estimated the flood damage US 2-4 190-240 lbs
Kentianed Preen Page 1)
324.50-25.00;
Early Wednesday, an extra cass covered with two inches of at $465,000.
In the middle of the develop- 400 mercenaries reached the ouicklime and at least three feet
camp and struck out into the of earth.
In Frankfort, acting governNine field office secretaries ment.
North Vietnamese terrain on a Carcasses of animals ordered or William L Sullivan, state
of the Jackson Purchase ProMrs. Reuse also said that when hunter-killer sweep. They re- destroyed for purposes other Senate president pro-tern, said
duction Credit Association have
Simpson,
'Just returned from a two-day the statue of Dr. Ephriam Mc- ported little contact in their than above are to be disposed that a second county,
of in accordance with instruct- has been added to a list for
minar held June 23 and 24 Dowell was unveiled in the cap- first probe.
ital rotunda at Frankfort. dm
Elsewhere in VIktnam. Com- ions of the official ordering the which federal disaster funds
can find you guilty of drunk n Louisville, Kentucky.
and a lady from Texas gulled munist gunners shelled 13 Al- destruction. If the owner is un- will be requested.
Highlights
of the meeting indriving in Idaho, but startled
the cord that unveiled it A lied hems overnight. **Mo- able to dispose of an animal
Allen County applied earlier
attorneys discovered Wednesday cluded an address by the Honor- thoroughly delightful
lady who ses aid seem af the sbellino carcass on his own property, it for flood damage relief and athe law pro
ldidlo
salty. ible Edith F. Stanley, County has lived a rich
vides(U
ni*7peawd friful ennui suffleisat damage or cas- is permissable to transport it bout eight more counties were
Detective
The state legislative this year Attorney, Jefferson County, life.
,
_WU imildered-sigain- over the highly/eV; Provided the expected to submit applications
passed a new law on drunk driv- Kentucky, and a presentation by
Mcxigan
kept
ear& 'adieus flee strikes s- carcass is placed in a solid aid..d today.
ing, establishing how to deter- the Alix Adams Model Agency kindles to
Sullivan, a Henderson Demofarmers in HO alad U.& isilisUetioes.
vehicle having no slat openings
his eves on the
mine when a motorist is intoxi-; and Charm School, giving per- amounted to $3.5
billion dollars. In Saliva, terrorists (idea* and covered by tarpaulin or crat and acting governor in the
killer instead of
rated.
sonal and professional develep- Railroad and airlines have re- tod an explodes cherss bikIni ther heavy material. No port- absence of Gov. Louie B. Nunn
The lawmakers provided pen- enent tips that will assist
the brood..:
the calved no subsidies for many a branch post office diet SON& • n of the carcass can be ex- and Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford,
alties of 30 days to' five yesrs, isdies in better serving
Produc- years, however small airlines ed three civilians and dassaled posed while in transit.
said he will dispatch the fors.
end fines of $10C to $300.
tion Credit Association MOW- received 1163 million last year to two houses.
mal request to federal authorIn the interest of public
Gov. Don Samuelson :ivied hers in Kentucky. Also included support routes
ities later today.
to small, out of
health, all citizens are urged
the law
on the program were personal the way locations which othercomply
Somewhere
with
the
provisions
of
The Green River, in Morgan
„between the 11"' and officers of the Federal In- wise would be without air tranlaw regarding disposal of ani- town spilled out of its
! 'Nernor's office and the Plant in termediate Credit Bank of Lou- sportation service.
Indianapolis where new laveisviui. as
mal carcasses, Cooper said. In Wednesday sending a torren
well as personnel from
were printed, the penalty sect- the various
event of question regarding pro- of muddy water into low-lyi
Kentucky Product Seraftew Kennedy is not being
ion was dropped.
per disposal, citizens are urged farmland sweeping away so ion Credit Associations.
guarded by Secret Service men.
Officials warmed tipplers not
(Continued Preen Page Om) to contact the County Health small bridges end crops.
Discussions centerd around
to celebrate too enthusiastically
office for advice.
A community of about 1, I
the current credit situation, new A pest-elatiest survey made by
about the development. They
A rendering plant In Union persona, Morgantown, in Butler
legal developments affecting the Survey Research Center at of two universities - Murray
pointed to local city isws- whibli PCA loans,
and electronic WM the University of Michigan, it State and Ohio University. His City, Tennessee will pick up County, is located five miles
often provide penalties for
was found that George Talkies's writing background includes deed animals for a fee. Their west of where the Green is joinaccounting.
criState legal offielials beAnita -McCallon of the local campaign attracted a la of us- work as a contributing editor number is 855-9981 Union City, ed by the flooding Barren Rivmin Meting into ways of gett- Production
er.
Credit office was happy Democrits who weld/ to "Photolith -Magazine,- f.$. Tennessee.
ing the penalties hark ea the one of 90
The Barren crested at 45 feet,
ladies from 9 PCAs have probably jumped their urea for the Associated Press,
• to
17 feet above flood stage, at
In Kentucky who attended the party traces to vote for Nixon- and articles accepted for publi- Taxes, Inflation
.„cation
in several national me. Hit Pay Boosts
Bowling Green earlier Wednesmeeting which was sponsored bed '9/elide* not been in the
•
0,1
day.
ty the Kentucky Pri•deration of race. The study said that 48 Urines.
1
1111141-1411/111/1U0144:11a1TO:
SAN
FRANCISCO
(UPI)
Many of his former studenta
Butler County Judge Clay
Mexicali Seafood
n Credit Assocatima per cent of the people who votThe buying power of California Keith said Morgantown residhave
earned
renown
John
ed for Wallace considered them.4:--- ties
factory workers in March reached ents and persons in outlying
selves Democrats; 41 said they Mack Carter, editor and publish'MEXICO CITY (1...P1) er of Ladies Home Journal; For- its lowest point in five years, areas can't do much more than
were
independents;
consumed
and 14 per
'Niesiro in 1968
cent Republicans. Half the Wal- rest C. Pogue, director of the according to figures released by wait for the water to recede
I70.000 tons of seafood.
and then tally up the damage
lace voters felt "cold" toward George C. Marshall Research the state government.
including fish. turtle and shrimp.
The average pay of factory
Damage from floods and high
LOUIS (UPI) - City HHEI but only 28 per cent felt Foundation Library; Gene Graaccording to the Inciustr, and
ham, journalism faculty mem- worker in March was $141.71 winds in other south - central
Commerce Department. The per Art Museum happily reports in- that about Nixon. In other ber at the University of thinois
a week, a 4.2 per cent increase areas of the state continued to
creased attendance for the year words, sums up the survey, Nixcapita consumption of seal
and an individual Pulitzer Prize over Mach, 1968, but because mount, but flood waters were
8.8 pounds annualh the de ended April 30, from 594,487 on was more palatable to Wal- winner for reporting while with
of higher taxes and inflation. reported receding in many arelace voters than Humphrey.
last year to 610,249.
partment said.
the Nashville Tennessean: and the workers could buy less. Pur- as.
John Fetterman, Louisville Cou- chasing power for a worker with The most affected areas inDriving out of the driveway this rier-Journal writer and photo- three dependents dropped 2.4 eluded Allen, Barren, Butler,
pmosnnnnnssnn SalmiIliaSIMMINIMERMISIMMIWISSili morning and a Diamond Beck grapher who recently won a per cent during the year and 3.3 Manson, Logan, Metcalfe,
Terrapin was crawling across Pulitzer Prize for reporting and per cent for a single worker. Monroe, Simpeon, Todd, Warthe road. He stopped and pull- a Headliner Award for photo- the statistics showed.
ren, Hopkins and Muhlenberr
ed in his extremities when he jouraisim. Fetterman also con* • •
unties.
tributed
to
a
series
on. strip
saw us. We stopped and got out
of the car and moved him over mining that won a Pulitzer
The speaking voAbulary of Finnish Broadcasting
Into the yard for his own safety. Prize for community service in
1987. .
•
the average well-educated AmeriHELSINKI (UPI) - There
• Suffsresi a catastrophe yestee
Listed in "Who's Who in can is about 5,000 words.
were
1,698,052 licensed radio
Amercia"
in
1988-87,
Hortin
• day. The air conditioner pooped
has
set users and 955,955 licensed
• out at home. Odd how we get to also co-authored a textbook endepend on something like that. titled "Modern Journalism." He department of communications. television owners in Finland in
•
•
You get to taking things like was recently given an honor a- or for non-credit and may audit 1968, the Finnish National Ra•
ward by the Ohio University any of the other three classes dio Corporation reports.
that for granted.
The state-owned corporation
School of Journalism. In 1967, without additional charge.
•
a
Registration for the classes is said it broadcast 15,606 hours
Set me in the back yard unta he was presented the distingLate since it was cooler there uished service to Journalism a- scheduled for 8 am. Monday, and 49 minutes by radio and
than in the house. Then we ward by the Ohio Newspaper June 90, in the ballroom of the 3,564 hours and seven minutes
•
Waterfield Student Union Build- by television last year.
remembered we did this before Association.
•
Students may enroll in any ing. Further inquiries may be
• air conditioning was ever inone of the four workshop cours- addressed to Wilson Gantt, Re▪ vented.
Hydro-electric power produces for three hours of graduate gistrar, Murray State Univeror undergraduate credit in the sity, Murray, Kentucky, 42071. tion in Norway has almost
•
'doubled since 1966.
• The largest muscat raisin vineyard in the world is at Hanford.
:
▪ Calif.
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THURSDAY - JUNE 28, 1969
POI RENT

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALM

NEW MOBILE HOME for NEL AUCTION Sale, Saturday, June AUCTION SALE -- household
12' x 55'. Nicely furnished, as 28, 1:00 p. m. at 1303 Chestnut antiques, farm equipment and
conditioned. Located on shady Street, Murray. Selling the real estate, Saturday,
June 28,
lot. No children or pets, couple Bailey Pump and Pipe Com- at ten a. m. at the late Walter
only. References required. Coe- pany out. Selling one A. L. C. J. Baker home, two miles northtact Robert Wiggins at Wiggins Jet with tank, four M. L D. east of Coldwater on Asberry
Furniture or call 753-6388, be. Jets, eighty-one J. E. 14% IL P. Cemetery Road. Lots of good
8:00 a. m. and 3:30 p. m. Sts-Rite pumps, eight roils plas- and unusual antique items such
only.
TIC tic pipes, thirty-two Somerset as oblong bread tray, old Vieap REAL ESTATE POP SALE
UAL MATS POR SALO
REAL IISTA'TE POP SALO
POP SALE
MR SALM
pumps, two water heaters, seven Owl*, extra nice old violin, AnFURNISHED
HOUSES
SAVE ON INTEREST.
and pump tanks, pressure
loan CHOICE LOTS now available
gauges bonus Strativerous stamped inLIVING
ROOM
furniture
and
MASSEY
NEW
34EDROOM
TURGUSON hay Muir sPertmento for boys summer
brick located
' on this brick house can be trans- and on the move in Wildwood
and switches, copper fittings, side, old gidtar, old Ranger
T. V. Phone 753-8435. 1-274 end New-Holland rake in
and fall semester. Phone 7113- pipe cutter
ferred,
three-bedroom,
1% Commercial Subdivision, Mur- on large corner lot. Has famand vise. Odd plumb- Chief double barrel' shotgun,
OM days - 753-6108 after 3
bathe, central heat and air, on ray's newest, So. 4th Street ex- ily room, dishwasher, range, SPINET PIANO.. We ham lo- condition. Can be sees
fixtures,
utility cabinet with lots of glass and china, Jars,
ins
. 'Catalina. Kitchen with lots of tended. 2 new buildings are `I- utility, carport, two full baths, cated and stored this piano. Re- 430 p.a. or tall Pamir 1.p..
TIC
,
jugs, churns, bean kettles, tea
carpet, central hest and air
built-ins.
sponsible person with good cre- NM. John McCuiston, Pursuer TWO - BEDROOM apartment. bins, parts for Sta-Rite pumps, kettles, kerosene lamps and bin: bout to get under way on lots
all kinds of hand tools, one file
17MC
NEWLY decorated mall 3-bed- recently sold. We can still offer condiqoaing. Ready to move in- dit can take on small payment Route I.
Air-conditioner, carpets, deb cabinet, adding machine. Sell- terns, nice old trunk, bedsteads,
room home with carport, you these low introductory pri- to and priced at $30,50040. You contract. Write before we send
ENGAGEMENT RING and
tic kitchen, carport. Call 153- ing lots more, Reason for sell- old dressers, glass doored pie
must
ke
the
interior
of
this
air-conditioners, cheap.
ces. $90.00 front foot on So.
truck--Joplin Piano, Joplin, ding band, $40.00 Call 753-1916 3873.
ITC ing, bad health. If you are a safe, old pocket knives and ra.. REAL NICE brick home with 4th St.; $50.00 front foot ota holm to appreciate it.
Mo., 64801.
148-P before 5:00 p. m. and ask for
plumber, or need some new zors, clocks, watches, lots of
garage apartment on acre of inside St. Let us show you.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
carpenter and hind garden
Miry.
TFNC ONE AND two-bedroom fur- well pumps, don't miss
land, one-half mile out Maylarge lot Has underground wir- TWO SIAMESE
nished apartments on South sale. Most of this stuff is new. tools, extra nice Frigidaire refemale kittens, NEW
LARGE FRAME HOME le Ha- ing, telephone, paved streets
field Highway.
HEAVY
DUTY cutters,
frigerator and chest type home
43-ACRE farm on Pottertown zel, Ky., on Gilbert St., across with curbs, storm sewer, house two months old. Both have had 1151IP gear box, stump juniper 18th. Zimmerman Apartments. Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
July-3-C
1-27-C freezer. Also extra nice Cub
Road. Has some highway front- from Baptist church. This home has large family room, central their shots. $15.00 each. Phone and mild tail wheel. Heavy en- Phone 733-6809.
Farmall tractor with all equip1-36-C
has 10 rooms, 1% baths, pine heat and air-conditioning, large 436-2351.
age for building lots.
ough to cut 4" bushes, gentle TWO • BEDROOM apartment, BIG AUCTION Sale, July 5, at
NICE small retirement home in floors, electric best and is a patio, carpet, two-car garage, DO YOU WANT a milk can to enough to cut your lawn. I carpeted, air-conditioned, stove, Klines Boat Dock, 1414 miles ment and mower, motor and
tires new, lots of other farm.
Pine Bluff Shores. 2-bedroom, good solid house, on a lot 100 range, dishwasher, disposal. A antique? If so, call 753-80TE pick-up models, $325.00. Also refrigerator. Couples or teach- southeast of Murray, 414 miles
ins tools and items not mention100 feet. This should go fast. beautiful home. Looking for
•. large closets, air•conditio
east of New Concord off of 121 ed. Also at 12 noon the farm
1-36-P 4' pick-up and 5' pull modals. ers only. Phone 75348911.
nod•
' partly furnished and on a dou- Only $8,500.00.
beauty and quality let us show
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
1-274 on Ky. Lake, follow signs. Sell- will be sold at auction by
the
USED ELECTRIC stove, $15.00;
ble lot. Will consider any rea- 85 ACRES. A good cattle farm you this one. Has two baths.
July 134
ing, three houses full of furni- executor of the estate. Farm
NEW two-bedroom duplex aon blacktop, 8 miles from Mur- EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick Fridge $20.00; Westinghouse
sonable offer.
ture, lots of antiques, 1968 consists of 35 acres, land in
7 TWO-STORY home on Keene- ray, small stock barn and corn on North lath Street. Has ex- heavy duty washer, $60.00, black NEW eight-track catridge re- partment, furnished or unfur- Chevrolet pick-up, 1300 miles,
Clarks River bottom, has four
land. We may be able to trans- crib; running water year a- tra large family room, air-con- and white TV $20.00. Phone corder and player. Only two nished. Summer months only. 1961 Ford car, 39,000 miles,
room house, outbuildings, farm
1-26-NC like new Ford tractor
fer logo. Foyer, formal dining round; 50 acres fenced and sow- ditioned, electric heat, carpet, 7534498.
1-36-P left, $99.00 each. Leach's Mu- Phone 753-4575.
and equip- has .48 acre burley tobacco
sic and T. V., Dixieland Shoproom, library, family room, kito ed down; and 9 acres corn base. ceramic tile bath. Owners have
2-BEDROOM trailer, on private ment, riding mower, rotary base, .61 acre air-cured base,
GIRLS
CLOTHES,
sizes
and
8
Priced,
$10,500.00.
ping Center. Phone 753-7575. lot. Electric
then with built-ins, 3 bedrooms,
left town. Any reasonable bid
heat and air-con- tiller, 13 boats and motors, this has 10 acre corn base, and is
10, boys clothes, sizes 3 and 4
BEAUTIFUL LOTS in Lynn- will be considered.
J-28-C ditioning. Couple
114 baths Bargain.
only. Call 753- is just part of the sale. Watch in feed grain program, buyer
toddler.
Phone
753-5899
LARGE waterfront lot in Lake. wood Estates and Fairview Ac- LARGE 3-bedroom brick on 1
6311.
1-s-C In next week paper for the rest. will receive Si of payment.
SPOTS
eyes
-on
before
1-26-C
Your
way Shores, Two other nice rots, res, 2 miles and 3 miles out acre lot in sight of university.
Adm. Randall Patterson and This is extra
your new carpet-remove them TWO-BEDROOM
nice small farm.
New
Concord
Highway,
small
Has
central
TWO WATERFRONT lots in
gas heat, extra large BEAGLE PUPPIES, 6 weeks
house with James Blalock. Auctioneer TerBlue
with
Lustre.
Rent
electzic
Good investment property. For
down
payment
with
terms
if
deliving room with fireplace, den, old. Phone 435-4725.
Pine Bluff Shores, 3 lots with
1-26-C shampooer $1. Big "K". 1-354 bath, located one-half mile nor- ry Shoemaker.
Information on household sale,
1% baths, carport, large storage
th of Hazel on 641. Phone 49Ebeautiful water views, and 3 sired.
call Otto Chester's Auction SerGOOD FRAME HOME, 5 rooms room. Possession with deed, 1968 MODEL air-conditioner, GROCERY STORE
lots back from water.
8533.
,
.1-284
at South
ATLANTA ((Fl) - Lon- vice, 435-3042, Lynn Grove.
On
12,000 BTU, 1967, 40" G. E. Marshall, doing good b=
SMALL BRICK house on South and bath with aluminum sid- $21,000.00 Full price.
venience food stores chalked up farm call Rob Gingles, admin15th. 2 bedrooms, close to Uni- ing, with 22 acres open land on TWO BRICK and one frame electric range, 1967, 16 cubic and the price is right
NEATLY FURNISHED apart- more than S2 billion in sales in
istrator, 753-3805.
good gravel road approximate- house on 14 acres of land at foot no-frost Hot-Point rears17'C
versity. Priced right.
for selling; Doctor said "Get ment with two bedrooms, den
J-26-C Out". Come and see it or call and kitchen. Located 100 South 1968. according to a food chain
• THREE-BEDROOM, nearly new ly 2 miles from southwest city Lynn Grove. If you are inter- erator. Call 753-8732.
executive.
Office Mushroomed
home, with basement,on 2 acres limits. of Murray. It has double ested in a good home.with some DELUXE 27-inch
3-28-C 13th Street. Kelly's Pest Conwide window Benton 527-8019.
"Even greater growth should
cerfkirt, 'Write,' good -. barn, rental houses you should take
- of land, on Highway 94.
Vi ASHINGTON (I PI)
1-38-C be made by 1975."
fan, thermostat control. Almost LATE MODEL Singer Zis-Zag tra.
says Dillard The first office
. LUXURY LIVING with excel- fine well, large pond and 14 a look at this one, $25,500.00
of Commissioner
new,
$40.00.
See
at
Broad
514
In cabinet. Makes button boles, FURNISHED two-bedroom a- Munford, president of Jackson- of Internal Revenue,
lent income from renting to 10 acres corn base, pays about for it all or $6,000.00 for the or call 753-7770.
established
1-26-C
$700.00
Atlantic,
annually.
Inc.,
Priced
partment,
"and
sews
$18,available
this
July
on
close
monogramin
seems
buttons,
1,
frame
or
g
mall
brick on % acre
university students. House has
bv Abraham Lincoln in 1862.
000.00.
quite
feasible
college.
753-3106
and
to
Phone
since
einroderies
lot
more than expanded from
simple and easy.
7 bedrooms, 3 baths, central
one clerk to
1-26-C half of the present stores are 3,882 in
*beat and air, located one block NICE BRICK HOME, on Bel- 85 ACRES of land at Wiswell. CAR LICENSE directories for Uses no attachments. 10 year
six months. according
mont,
3
bedrooms,
living room Has paved road on two sides. Calloway County and Marshall guarantee. Full price only
located in the South and South- to
from university.
Bernard S. Browning. presiVERY NICE efficiency apart- west.
The greatest gains in dent of
1.57 ACRE FARM southwest of carpeted, den, kitchen with G. Some of the prettiest wooded County. Phone 753-5572 or 753- 06.80 or terms of $5.09 per ment, furnished,
General Business Sertwin beds, air- store
E.
range
and
oven,
utility,
month.
large
For
lots
free
in
home
the
trial
call
county.
Also some 5579.
Lynn Grove.
openings in the -past year vices. Inc.. which
1-36-C
conditioned
,
a
ater
has researched
furnished,
bath
and
carport,
city
school
Paducah
discollect,
extra
442-8808.
good creek bottom land.
LARGE BUILDING lots in Cahave been in the North and background on
the U.S. tax systrict; and all drapes, G. E. You can sell enough lots off 1954 TRI-PACER for sale. 135
July-2-C duplex, $50.00 monthly. Phone East."
melot Subdivision.
tem
753-3031.
3-27-C
SMALL HOUSE at Midway, 3- air-conditioner and antenna are Highway front to get balance H. P., 200 hours since major 1969 71G-7.AG
in cabinet. This
overhaul, Mk III radio, good
bedroom, carport, only $8,500. Included for only $17,750.00. of land free.
machine makes double decorat- IF YOU WANT a nice quiet
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
TWO-BEDROOM house on com- 132 ACRE FARM, 3-bedroom 41 ACRES of real good land lo- fabric, full panel, new uphols- ed designs,
french seams, but- place to live, see this threeframe
home,
newly
tery
painted,
and
carpet,
with
good
tires,
cated'
near
Elm
Grove.
Has road
mercial lot, close to university.
room
cottage
private
at
home,
ton holes, embroderies„ mono20-ACRE FARM with beautiful lots of shade, on blacktop half- front on three roads, $400.00 based at Kentucky Dam Airport. grams
UNr4 MC OWDOR
ACROSS
and all other sewing 1% blocks from college. Phone
mile north of Harpoles grocery per acre.
Best offer over $3500. Contact
UWJOUH rIULEMU
*3-bedroom home, 2-car garage, between
753-1589.
drvIcos
chores
without
attachments
.
Lynn
Bob
Grove and Tri- WE HAVE lots of lots for sale
Elliott, Calvert City, Ky.
Mfl UOMMU MUM
l-sosnish plait
w dining room, family room, and
9-Man's
oickoorno
MMU9 CW
July8-P Priced at only $39.86 or $4.46 TWO - BEDROOM furnished
fireplace. close to Sugar Creek City. This is a good farm for ranging in price from $1500.00 I
4-Rockfi
sh
10
-Moles
per
month.
For
free
home trUd home, Er-conditioned, full 8
cattle farm, has large stock up.
OHMEATIU RUH
Church.
-Tibetan worst
11-Urot
of
sornoso
EIGHT
TRACK
car
call
stereo, onPaducah collect, 442-8606. imumment and garage. EWOOM 12•Erronort
1R)0
9WOM UM
currency
LIKE FINER things in life? barn, tobacco barn, 5 ponds, LARGE 3-bedroom house across ly two months old. Will _fell
On LIM 6110 OU
July-2-C hot Plume 7504311. .1.21P 13-War god
17.That is (abbr.)
You should see this mobile 15 acres corn base, 2 acres to- street from Carter School. Has cheap. Phone 753-7694. 1-27-C
14-Encouraesi
19-Pronoun
ou. Dolga anNo
bacco base, 94 acres in perm- den with fireplace, carpet, dish15-Music: as
home. 12' x 60'. It has every22-Conjunction
mut uvuumuu
TWO - BEDROOM duplex, Mr,
anent pasture. Priced $20,500. washer, air-conditioned, storage 'SPEEDLEN
vir1ten
REGISTERE
24.A
(.bb,)
herd
short
of
D
state
thing.
ER
Runabout
boat,
my mmur4mu
dishwasher, disposal, range and 16-Chat enecutwe 25.Seesoning
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES, 3-bed- room, carport, nice shade, 60
H. P. motor and trailer., horned cattle. If interested call carpet.
WE HAVE building lots in
18-Dernages
MOMM MIIIYOU
WW
Phone 753-7550. July
.room
brick
home
26-Lamb's
pen
with
large
$15,750.00.
20-Act
Robinson,
,
Lynn
Eirksey,
Ky,
Phone
492-8194 after 6:00 p. m.'
Sherwood Forest.
name
living
21.Symbol
room,
for
carpeted,
29
kitchenACRE
FARM
on
paved
road
214 ACRES on Ervin Cobb Road.
NICE TWO-BEDROOM house.
1-27-P 489-3801 after 4:00 p. m.
114Uuu rxm riragi
27-Direction
tellurium
70 ACRE FARM with spring family room, utility room, elec- extra nice modern home, car.
Running water and bath, large 22-Wager
21 Poker stake
tric heat, carport, on large lot Pet, 3-bedroom, electric heat,
ELECTRIC
RANGE,
32",
like
*37-Wooden
29-Lipire
44-liabrew month
fed creek, only 2 miles from
utility and garden space. Avail- 23-Goofic
27.Ecisted
with lots of shrubbery, Priced utility, two baths, lots df stor- 1 HIDE-A-BED
hammer
45.Silliworrn
mattress, like new, also refrigerator, good able July let. Phone 733-4837. 29.Unexploded
30-Flap
Murray. Real nice home. Has to
38-Landed
sell,
46.Trensported
condition,
$18,000.00. •
Phone 7534007.
32-Moving
age, good stock barn, good well, new. Color, brown, $35.00.
shell
3 bedrooms, 2 bathe, fireplace.
with delight
ProP•ftY
1-3114
protective
PRICE REDUCED, on this good garage, other good buildings, Phone 753-3536 after 4:30 p.
30-Test
3-38-P
40.Stops
47.Foridlie
ELEGANT 2-story brick on So.
mann,
31.Printer's
41-Man's
3
-bedroom
48.Emist
frame
home,
with
$31.500.00.
1m1-27-C
11th. Deep lot with big oak
33-Vessel
measum
nickname
49-Metal
living
32-River island
36-Babylonian
TV, RADIO and record player
43.Artifsc is i
trees. Has 4 bedrooms, 1% located room, kitchen and den, THESE ARE only a few of the REFRIGERATOR,
50do's MOW
dinette
on
33-Cience
a
set
lot
zoned
step
dinty
commerlanguage
many listings you will find at
note
baths, family room-kitchen comWhy There Are
and small couch, cheap. Phone combination in console. TV in
34-Chinese mile
cial that is ideal and sufficient ROBERTS REALTY 505
cabinet. Must sell before MonMain 753-7180.
bination, study, huge closets, area
35-Cubic motor
More Mexicans
3
7
6
10 ii
for clean-up shop, in ad- Street. Call 753-1881 or
1-28-P
37-Crowd
day. Phone 733-3567.
Iota of storage.
call
1-28-C
38-Greek letter
dition to the home area. Also Ray or Hoyt Roberts
12
USED
4
1
after 5:00
10 ACRE FARM with modern could
55 GALLON aquarium,
39-Atfiletic group
space several house trail- p. m.
40-Chspeou
3-bedroom brick on Ky. 783. ers en
1-28-C fluorescent reflector, knotty- MOAT, MOTOR and trailer, 18
13
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - 41-Coniunctior
17
vacant
Ft.
Ftichline,
lot.
Price
50
H.
$15,P.
Thinpine cabinet on wheels. Needs
11 55 ACRES, well fenced, excelAt the time of the Mexican 42.3poken
000.00 if sold immediately.
minor repair (cement included) rude motor. Phone 733-7303.
15
lent pasture, 3-bedroom brick A CHOICE
•
70
44-Change
3-bedroom brick
July-5-C Revolution - 1910-1918 - 223 47-Traversed,for
HELP WANTED
price $45.00. Leaving town,
home.
home with small acreage near
wotecting
of eeery 1,000 Mexican infants
must sell. Phone 753-7407.
OLD 4-bedroom frame on 1 Murray, good
I
barn for horses, WANTED: bookkeeper, typist.
died, and the average Mexican's 51-Mecaw
acre. Big maples in yard.
1-274'
Apply
in
own
32-Groot
Lake
handwriting
to
and on city water. Check with
life expectancy was 27 years, ac- 53.Tissue
i
114 ACRES with 3-bedroom us
No Tantrums
for price and' other details P. 0. Box 32-L, giving previous
31
cording to Dr. Ramon Alvarez of 54-Gratuity
Ss
house. Has den-Kitchen com- on this property.
experience and references.
NINE SETTER pups, eight
;
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Walter the federal health department.
55-Care for
bination, 2-car garage. Close to
1-26-C
weeks
Phone
old.
753-8073.
YOUNG
Realty, NB
56-Mievenly body
Susakind, new conductor of the
1
Martin's Chapel.
and Maple Streets,'Murray, Ky. EVENING
J-27•C St. Louis Symphony
In 1968, the infant mortality 57-Consume
39
FREE??? No experREAL NICE 2-bedroom frame, Office
Orchestra,
phone 714-7333. Tulles ience needed to earn
modern
25% com- 3/4 H. P. MEYERS non-submer- says he doesn't indulge in temper rate was 9.2 per thousand, and
kitchen,
DOWN
hardwood Young, home phone,
42 4
733-4048, mission demonstrating toys. No sible pump. Best offer.
45
the life expectancy had in4 ik floors in living room, on ConPhone tantrums at rehearsals.
R. B. Patterson home phase, Investment.
1.Whip
creased
to
61
"The
years,
, w cord Highway.
Car
47
Alvarez
fire-eating
necessary.
753-8565
753-7770.
or
conductor is
1-27-C
51
4138-569.7.
2-Pilaster
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
as out of fashion as the hell- said. The combination has more 3-Begint
!
1% ACRE wooded tract on Pot-4,
32
J-28-C
1968
MOBILE
HOME,
50'
x
12',
Johnstown,
than
tripled
Pa.
the
and
!
15902. H4-38-P
tertown Road.
population per 4.Knocks
-brimstone preacher." says
all electric, two bedrooms, easy Susskind. Of his 91 musicians, square mile of the nation in 5-111e mistaken
1
106' x 180' Commercial lot on
7
SELLING
AVON
FUN!
IS
Earn
6-Wanted
terms. Phone 753-3683. July-l-C 19 are women.
the past 50 years, he said.
South had.
•
as you learn! Pay bills, make
7.1tom of
Dietz t•
190 x 100' commercial lot on
Testers
NOTICE
t..
2I.
friends, territory openings near
Prefarr17
Railroad Ave.
3-BEDROOM brick on Keene- ELECTROLUX SALES ni Set- you. Call or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440,
land. 2 baths, carpeted, patio. rim Boa 213 )(array, Ky., C.
i
2-BEDROOM brick, new, on M. Sanders. Phone 8113-3178, Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
Lynnville, Ky.
July8-C 42064. Phone 965-3363.
111
Shady Lane.
H-3-27-C
3-BEDROOM brick, new, an Cat. LADIES for the new curly look
BUT I'M TELtinr YA , CHE-CK
aline.
or your very own style, the
ME OUT WITH THE ,AMERICAN
WE ARE LISTING new property "Hairdresser Beauty Salon" is
SERVICES OPPOUID
CONSULATE. BOYS 'I-M A
every day. Wayne Wilson Insur- presenting for the month of
1,44•STE0 NATIONAL
ance k Real Estate, 201 South July permanent waves at a spec- WILL MOW lawns and other
NERO BACK 1-40M E /./
4th., Phone 753-3263. After 5:00 ial savings to you while they odd jobs. Call 753-8030 TENC
p. m. and Saturday afternoons last.
CERAMIC TILE repair work
call 753-5086 or 7534910. Way- Regular $12.50
now $ 7.50 We also install shower doors
ne Wilson and Edna Knight. We
"
$15.00
" $10.00 and tub enclosures. Phone 753sponsor your Swap-Shop.
$18.00
" $13.50 8095.
"
July-3-C
.5 " $25.00
" $17.50
Call 753-3530 for your appoint LIGHT HAULING and odd job
ment with one of these quali- work. Phone 4354482. 1-28-C
FOR SALE By owner. Ho
with character, charm, and EGAD fied stylist: Wanda Nolin, Pamdelightful surprises, near Ural ela Woods, Sharon Bucy, Sylvia
Carrico.
WAISTED TO RENT
varsity, excellent condi
Chrysler central heating
WANTED-by Professor at Murair-conditioning, 3 bedrooms, PAULETTE STEELE would ray State. Large four bedroom
hue den with fireplace, stor- like to announce she is now house, close to university and
age space galore, carport and employed full time at Doris' Murray High. Older home pregarage, attractively landscaped, Beauty Salon, 824
Street ferred. By August 15th. Colkfenced-in backyard. Owner leav• and would like to Broad
invite all of Gael Swears, Pacific Stars and
• wing Kentucky. Priced to sell at her friends to stop in or call Stripes, APO San Francisco,
JEST
NOW'BOUT
$16,800. Phone 753-7190.
7534474 for an appointment. 96503. Air Mail.
%NWT
A
NO0
?
3-28-C
1-28-C
PLEASANT
/VH`i DON'T
SEEN MA-/OR
WEEK
>10'GO
U K1 DSAS
$10 DOWN and $10 per month SEE THE GIGANTIC fireworks Norwegian TV Study
THARSOMEWHAR
L ATE1-'11?
lot
will buy a large 100' x 200'
display at the Murray Drive In
OSLO (UPI) - The NorELSE,<JOE
at Keniana Shores. Lake access, Theatre, July 4th. On the giant
BTFSPLKt ramp, central water. Take screen see "Yours, Mine and wegian Television will make a
S. E. to New Concord. then Ours", one of the year's top senes of programs on the history
PARIS?
N. E. to Eerliagia. Follow comedies suitable for the whole of Norwegian egligration'to the
Viens Phone 436-5320. July-21-C family
See Ya At The Mur- United States. A team will go to
the United States in the fall to
ray Drive In July 4th.
interview 1mericans of NorweJuly
geian descent.
LOST & POUND
The NOM (lEidll Idles ISIOn
team hill or in the Midwest
AUTOS POE SALE
LOST: 5 months old Beagle,
lost Friday in vicinity of Mea- 1985 FORD Station wagon. Can and in the state of A adhinirton
1
dow Lane Subdivision. Charles torn 500. 352 engine. cruLsematic w here th ere Is a cOmparatkely
large Norwegian community in
Pitt. Reward, Phone 753-8256 drive. Phone 753-8499
1-26-P
the Seattle.yicinity'.
J-26-C

ms

$253.950 conculture Classrersity, RichGov. Louie B.

lbs $24 00-24.50;
3 lbs $23.50-24.00;
lbs !20.75-21.50:
)lbs $20 00-20 75,
lbs $19 00-20.00.

ports
HI (UPI) - India
rillion in export of
1 19648.
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-Wall-Street- ounty Man faces
auttei Car Theft Charge

A Paris Route 1 man, arrested
by city police for public
drunkennes and pouession of
NEW YORK UP!. "construc- whiskey, hu
been charged with
tive investment attitude" is call- CIF theft by Murray
police.
ed for at this time, Wright AdOfficers said Robert Franklin
visory'Reports says. The market Ward, 31, was
arrested on Brewer
is recovering from the "inflat- Street at
2 a.m. Saturday.
ionary speculative fever" of the
Following a check with
Last few years, it acids. The Murray
authorities, police have
analyst offers the
inice that revealed that a car
driven by
"the inevitable correction has Ward
was reported stolen. The
only just begun, and the process '
Car was reported registered to
will continue throughout 1969 and I
Opel Blankenship of Ledbetter,
well into 1770."
Ky., and Murray police advised
that a warrant had been issued
Federal Reserve policy, whicti!
for Ward's arrest on charges of
has contrthuted to the credit
theft.
car
crunch, could well reverse itWard was takes Wan cuModll
self in the coming months, Wel.;
stun & Co. observes. Bet, the here by partitives Amos WOMEN
and Jay Smith.
analyst continues, even before
the FED turns the credit faucet
on, the stock market could hit
the bottom of its downsides and Pet Food Boom
a new bull market could blow.
iNINERS1-1-1 P-Ulk. Pa(11:1)'•Stocks have been hit by Nadi a Sales of pet foods in retail stores
sharp shakeout that the next bull during 1968 reached S890 millswing could produce some pretty ion, a gain of 10 per cent
over
good percentage gains,"exim- 1967. reports Harold Neigh. expony adds.
tension consumer economics spe.
cialist at the Penns- lyania State
The stock market is "reeling
n iv e ty .
from an unvaried diet of bad
Neigh attributed the rise to
news," according to Spear and an increasing number of
pets Anil
Staff Inc. With Wall Street gripp- grater use of commercia
l pet
ed by "a general malaise," iss- foods. He also said more
people
ues have a -strong propensity". are buv mg convenience
foods
to sell off on any further bit of for their pets. including
easily
bad news "out of all proportion opened packages and semimoist
to what a rational examination of foods vihich need
no refrigerathe news would call for," -the tion.
company says. Its advice to investors: -Caution is the best
• ••
policy. Confine new commitments to selected issues."
Pleat, of Stretch?
Goodbody L Co. says it does
not imov.- whether the "current
anxious moments of the stock
market- can stretch a bit further, but "the virility of the
American way of Ule..js still
the dominant force over American economy." The company
says the economy is fully =able of sustaining an equity price
structure equal to or .evenhizher

I
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than the current one." It adds:
"It takes no more than ordinary
confidence in the American political process to resist the temptation to regard 1969 as the year
of the bear."
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PEDIGCYS

QUAKER STATE

POPLAR BLUFF, Mo.(UPI}
A corset manufacturing firm is
located on Ec!ief Street.
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